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SEVENTY-SEVENTH  
A N N U A L COM M ENCEM ENT
UNIVERSITY OF M ONTANA
MISSOULA
SUNDAY, JUNE THE NINTH 
NINETEEN HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-FOUR 
FIELD HOUSE AUDITORIUM
TH E MARSHALS
Howard E. Reinhardt 
Chairman, Faculty Senate 
Professor of Mathematics









Marshals, the Colors, Candidates for Degrees, the Faculty,




The Star Spangled Banner
O, say! can you see by the dawn’s early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming,
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous flight 
O’er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets’ red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.
O, say, does that Star Spangled Banner yet wave 
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
INVOCATION Father Daniel J. Smith




Presentation of Candidates Conferring of Degrees
The Deans The President
CHARGE TO THE CLASS President Robert T. Pantzer
SONG
Montana, My Montana
Our chosen state, all hail to thee,
Montana, my Montana!
Thou hast thy portion with the free,
Montana, my Montana!
From shore to shore, from sea to sea 
Oh, may thy name full honored be 
Symbol of strength and loyalty 
Montana, my Montana!
BENEDICTION Reverend Fred G. Ranlett 
RECESSIONAL BRASS ENSEMBLE
Lance Boyd, Director
The audience is requested to remain standing while the procession passes.

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Some of the students whose names are listed on this program are 
candidates for the degrees indicated. The appropriate degrees will be 
awarded to the candidates who have successfully completed all require­
ments by the date of Commencement. Other students have been awarded 
their degrees at the end of summer, autumn, and winter quarters.
Baccalaureate Degrees
COLLEGES OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
The candidates will be presented by Richard A. Solberg, 
Dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
ANTHROPOLOGY
Marianna Adler-------------------------------------- Mill Valley, California
With High Honors
Petrova Yvonne Tipton Ashby-------------------- Davenport, Oklahoma
With Honors
Janice Hergenraeder Bentz________________________________ Rilling
(also a major in Sociology)
Paul Joseph Bollheimer-------------------------------Calumet City, Illinois
With High Honors
Orville William Chigbrow___________________ __ ______Great Falls
David Michael Dean___________________________________  Helena
With Honors
Karen Jean Espeseth_____________________________________ Billings
With H igh Honors (also a major in 
Sociology, With High Honors)
2Diane Mulberger Franklin-------------------- Colorado Springs, Colorado
Cheryl Ann Hawkins------------------------------ Park Rapids, Minnesota
With High Honors
3Anne E. Hoffman------------------------------------------------ Deer Lodge
With Honors °
Ilze Maruta Kalnins------------------------------------ Bethesda, Maryland
With Honors
3Robert Charles Kirse--------------------------------New York, New York
'Degree conferred August 17, 1973 
“Degree conferred December 14, 1973 
“Degree conferred March 15, 1974
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees





















With High Honors (also a major in 




















Allan Robert Ansell_____________________________________ Missoula
1Gordon Patten Bell_____ _____  Missoula
Paul Joseph Burke_______ _____________________Alexandria, Virginia
Walter Gene Davidson_________________________________Great Falls
2George W. DeLaitsch__________________________ St. Paul, Minnesota
Kyle J. Gerner________________________________________ Stevensville
With High Honors
Richard J. Hammond _i___________________________________ Fishtail
Scott Edward H icks__________________________Spokane, Washington
James Cecil McLaughlin______________ _______ Plandome, New York
Sidni Wilkinson Markovich_________________________________Butte
With High Honors (also Bachelor of Arts in 
EducationWith High Honors)




BIO LO GY—  (Continued)
Gerald Lee Moore----------------------------------------------------- Missoula
3Lyle John Olsen.--------------------------------------------------------Helena
With Honors
Philip John Peterson.----------------------------------------- Skokie, Illinois
Patricia Kay Shopher------------ ---------------------------- Fairborn, Ohio
With High Honors (also a major in 
Botany, With High Honors)





Mark Charlton Fisher___________________________________ Missoula
3Alan Roy Foos...----------------------------------------------------- .Bozeman
Brian Henry Hill----------------------------------------Manteca, California
Jeffrey Lee Koons-------------------------------------------------- Lewistown
Deidre McAuliffe.______________________________________  Butte
Bruce Pettit McCune---------------------------------------Wyoming, Ohio
With Honors (also a major in 
Biology, With Honors)
Lesley Jane McGalliard__________________________________  Heron
With High Honors
Steven F. McGrath_________________________________________ Butte
With Honors
Lora Dell Mainland--------------------------------------- Las Vegas, Nevada
(also a major in Anthropology)
!jack Charles Mauer----------------------------------------- Chicago, Illinois
With Honors
Melvin Glenn Moe.______________________________________ Chinook
Roger Rosentreter---------------------------------------- .Elmhurst, Illinois
Ralph Alanzo Serrette-----------------------------Port-of-Spain, Trinidad
1James Moyer Stauffer, Jr---------------------------- Rice Lake, Wisconsin
3Drew Steven Sundell_____________________________________ B illings
CHEMISTRY
Craig Robert Ambrose.---------------------------------------------- Missoula
Cindy Marie Bardwell__________________________________ Lewistown
With Honors
3Ross Alan Had do w________________________________________Billings
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
CHEMISTRY —  (Continued)
Rae Meldahl____________________________________________ Fairview
With Honors
Kelly G. Tatchell____________________  Helena
With Honors
Lawrence William Waters________________________________ Missoula
Jan Ming Young_____________1__________________ Honolulu, Hawaii
CLASSICS
2Thomas Wayne Feeley____________________________________ Billings
With Honors
ECONOMICS
1Edward Trevor Bowers___________________________________ Missoula
Joe L. Chandler______________________________Tacoma, Washington
1Mark Stephen Elway____________________________________ Missoula
2Michel Kent Gallagher________________________________ Great Falls
Raymond Scott Hand____________________________________ Missoula
Charles R  Johnson___________________________________ Great Falls
Nicholas Patrick Kaufman________________________________ Missoula
Jack Edward K ing_______________________________________ Billings
3Don Edward McKinnon___ ____________________________ Lewistown
Marianne Mitchell__________________________________________ Butte
With Honors
3Richard A. Mullen_________   Anaconda
With Honors
Richard L. Parish____________________________________ Livingtson
With High Honors
James Andrew Patten____________________________________ Billings
With Honors (also a major in 
Business Administration, With Honors)
Terry E. Phillips________________________________________Missoula
Robert Jesse Reid III______________ ____________________Great Falls
David William Sherman__________________________________ Conrad
John Robert Stark _____ __________________________ Portland, Oregon
(also a major in Political Science)
Darell L. Tunnicliff______________________________________ Billings
Wih Honors (also a major in 
Political Science, With Honors)





Michael G. Barer_____________________________________Great Falls
Moua S. Bliaya-------------------------------------------------------- Missoula
2Earl Montgomery Cranston III____________________________ Billings
3John Francis Davis_____________________________________ Anaconda
1Randall Henry Gray_________________________________ Great Falls




James John Kozak________   Missoula
Vicki L  Malmberg_________________________________________ Havre
Michael Glen Moses_____________________________________ Billings
Michael Vincent O’Hara_______________________________Fort Benton
With Honors
ENGLISH









































EN G LISH —  (Continued)
2Daryl E. Heinitz__________________________________________ Conrad
(also a major in Sociology)
2Rosemary Gleason Ingham_______________________________Missoula
With High Honors
2Susan Lynn Innala__________________________________________ Butte
With Honors
Glenn R  Junkert________________________________________Missoula
Erwin John Larson_______________________________________Glasgow
1Virginia Ann Leinart___________________ Walla Walla, Washington
With Honors
Marilyn Rae McDonald______  Billings





Jay Randle Moody___________________________ Meeteetse, Wyoming
^ohn David Moore_______________________________________Missoula
1Kristine Gail Oakland________________________________ Great Falls
(also a Bachelor of Arts with 
major in Sociology)
Walter Christopher Olson________________________________ Missoula
Carrie J. Peterson_____________________________________ Plentywood
2Joanne Pinaire____________________________________ Clare, Michigan
2Martha Ellen Reeves____________________________ Edina, Minnesota
With High Honors






1 Patrick L. Shepherd___________ ___ _____________ Park Forest, Illinois
With Honors
2Kathleen Shrosbree_____ „_____________________________ Boise, Idaho
1 Jeanne Estelle Slusher___________________________________ Missoula
Nancy Jean Smith________________________________________ .Jordan
John Banister Spooner____________________________________ Conrad
With High Honors
xRuthann C. Smart_______________________________________ Missoula
With Honors
Robert Dee Summers, Jr_________________________________ Bozeman
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
ENGLISH —  (Continued)
3John Allen Swift_____________   Missoula
With Honors (also a major in 
Psychology, With Honors)
Pamela Ann Tatge__________   Alzada
Christian David Tweeten___________________________________ Havre
Bonnie Jean Ulvila____________________________ _______ Red Lodge
1Kristin Lee Uperesa_______________________________________Billings
William Robert Warden_________________________________ Missoula




Margaret Ann Woolverton__________________________________ Butte
FRENCH
2Jeannie L. Chambers_________________________ Olympia, Washington
Mende Lee Cole_______________________________________ Great Falls
With Honors
Nora Kathleen Flaherty________________________________ Great Falls
With Honors (also a major in 
English, With High Honors)
1 Carol Ann M. Hoell______________________________________ Helena
With High Honors
1Margaret Helen Hollow___________________________________ Helena
Kathleen Diane Kistler__________________________________ Missoula




Donna Anne Nasby_________________________ Victorville, California
Peggy Charlene Patrick_ ___  Swan Lake
With Honors
Kristine Ann Roby_____________________________________ Bozeman
With Honors




Jerry Roy Burke_________________________________________ Garrison
John Ezra Cuplin_______________________________________Missoula
William Robert Darling_________________ Hammonton, New Jersey
3Thomas Allyn Foor__________________________ Lakewood, California
2Wayne Ray Gravatt_____________________________________ Missoula
2Katharine Virginia Heffner_______________________________ Missoula
2Glen Alan Henderson_____ ___  Columbus
1Bert William Hillmar_______________ North Versailles, Pennsylvania
John Howard Hasche___________________________________ Glendive
3William Richard Hoops_________________ Redwood City, California
Joseph Peter Hoppe_____________________________________ Missoula
With Honors
3Kathleen B. Schoen____________   Missoula
2Donald Walter Thompson___________________________  Whitefish
2Margaret Macintyre Warden_____ ___ __________________ Great Falls
Ronald Wayne Warwick__________________________________ Conrad
Gary W. W olf-------------------------------------------Des Plaines, Illinois
With Honors (also a major 
in Biology)
Donald Ralph Woodley_________________________________ Billings
With Honors
GEOLOGY
Robert Charles Anderson_________________________________ Missoula
With Honors
Bruce Albert Benoit_____________________________________ B illings
2Gregory Michael Caffrey______________________________ St. Ignatius
Allin H. Cheetham_______________________________________ Dutton
3Charles E. Dalby__________________________________________ Forsyth
Larry William Geisler____________________________________ Billings
Patrick J. T. Healey-------------------------------- Morristown, New Jersey
’ Glen Michael Landry_____________________________________ Billings
Robert C. Lewis----- - ------------------------------------------- ----Missoula
2William Kinsey Maxfield_________________________________ Billings
Arnold Gerald Ostrander-------------------------- Indian River, Michigan
2James Davis Shaffer______________________________________ B illings
Ronald J. Wells_______________________________________   Butte




Bruce William Dobney_________________________________Great Falls
2Virginia Lee Horner________________________ New Boston, Michigan
Theresa F. Montgomery__________________________________ Missoula
With Honors
1Bradley Dean Tolliver__________________________________Great Falls
With Honors
8Virginia L  Westfall-----------  Helena
HEALTH A N D  PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Fong Horn__________________________   ..Hamilton
3Renee Gibbs--- ---  Billings
Linda Rae Loman_________________________________________Ronan
With High Honors






Sheila May Bender_________________________________________ Great Falls
*Mary JoAnne Callen_______________ _______ Warner Robins, Georgia
Norman Ray Childs------------------------------------------------------- Lehi, Utah
Jeffrey Randall Crain_______________________________________ Great Falls
(also a Bachelor of Arts 
in Education)
3Mary Barbara Wayne Crase----------------------------------------- Missoula
With High Honors (also Bachelor of Arts with 
a major in Social Work, With High Honors)
1Stewart Maurice Dali, J r --------------  Missoula
Patricia Faith Fraleigh___________________________________ Kalispell
With High Honors
Patricia M  Friedman_____ _______ __________Teaneck, New Jersey
3Martin David Giere_______________________________ —---- Missoula
(also a major in Political Science)
xJack Martinson Gies___________________________________ Lewistown
2Mary Jane G offena----- --------- Roundup
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
HISTORY —  (Continued)
3J. Oliver Gordon________________________________________Missoula
With Honors (also a major in 
Art, With Honors)
Loren DeWayne Gunderson________________________________ Power
With High Honors
John Brian Hendrickson_________________________________Columbia Falls
(also a major in Education)
William Eugene Hileman, Jr_____________________________ Kalispell
With High Honors
James C. Kilboume______ _ _______________________________ Billings
With Honors (also a major in 
Political Science, With Honors)
Joseph Edward LaForest____________________________________ Butte
Daniel James Ledbetter______________________________________Great Falls
2Dennis Alan Lester_________________________________________ Great Falls
With High Honors
Nancy Ann MacDonald__________________________________ Missoula
2Robert John Malkemes___________________ -Newport News, Virginia
2Stephen J. Nardi_________________________________________Billings
(also a major in Political Science)
Stuart Colquhoun Ormsbee_______________________________ Hamilton
With Honors
2Hayes Otoupalik.________________________________________ Missoula
Paulette Kay Parpart_________________________________ Plentywood
Kirk Edwin Peterson___________________________________ Hamilton
With Honors
1George Bernard Plaza_________________ Southampton, Massachusetts
Steven Peter Quande____________________________________ Kalispell
3Daniel Marcus Quinn___________________________________ Missoula
Michael Robert Shook__________________________________ Hamilton
(also a major in Political Science)
Michael Stewart Smartt___________________ _____________ Great Falls
Diane Smith---------------------------------------------------   Missoula
With Honors
Robert E. Sorenson___________________________________ Miles City
Robert L  Speare_________________________________________ Laurel
(also a major in Political Science)
2Steven James Sullivan______________________________________ Butte
Gretchen Louise Thometz___________________________________ Butte
Shaun Richard Thompson________________________________ Missoula




HISTORY —  (Continued)
2Bryan Taylor Veis________________________________________ Scobey
With Honors
Marjorie A. Virostko______________________________________ Helena
With Honors
Catherine Nesbit W ait______________________Birmingham, Michigan
HISTORY-POLITICAL SCIENCE
2Steven Andrew Armstrong_______________________________Missoula
(also a major in Education)
1Kenneth B. Boyer_____________________________________ Anaconda
Susan Davis Briggs________________________________________Dillon
With Honors
3Bernard G. Cassidy_________________________________________ Butte
8Gary Wayne DeYoung___________________________________ Bigfork
2Cathryn Lynn D upuis______________________________________ Ronan
1Sharon M. Edmonds_____________________________________ Missoula
John Terence Flynn___________________________________ Townsend
Richard Joseph Giuliani_________________________________ Missoula
With High Honors
2Mary Alice Maxfield_____________________________________ Billings
1Helen L. Meissner__________________________________________ rirrl**
Gerald Paul Meyer________________________________________Helena
T eresa Louise M iles------------ ------------------------ Eureka, California
3Howard Melvin Nichols______________________________ Fort Smith
3Jeffrey B. Nord-------------------------------------------------------- Missoula
With High Honors
Dale A. Parker --------------------------------------Galeton, Colorado
3Richard Henry Sanders----------------------- --------Delaplane, Virginia
2Stephen Henry Schlang------- ------------ Northwood, New Hampshire
Jerry Wayne Schuster____________________________________ Billings
With High Honors
JJoann K. Sm ith------------------------------- -— ............  Hinsdale, Illinois
Sandra Joan Stip__________________________________________Sidney
(also a major in Speech Communication)
1 Holly Leland Swartz_____________________________________Missoula








Barbara K  Golly________________________ East Syracuse, New York
1Kathy Denise Halvorson..--- --------------------------------  Kalispell
Marilyn Albertine Legowik____________________________ Great Falls
With High Honors
1 Gayleen R. Manning__________________________ Scottsdale, Arizona
Anthony Casmir Marko__________________ St. Clair Shores, Michigan
Linda Marie Mingoia________________________Livermore, California
With High Honors (also a major in 
Spanish, With High Honors)
3Naett Pierce Sharp_______________________________________Missoula
(also a  major in Education)




1Deborah A. McClintock__________________________________ Missoula
With Honors
LIBERAL ARTS
!Louise M  Benson ......—l------------------------------------- Deer Lodge
With Honors (also a major in 
Philosophy, With Honors)
Diane M  Blotkamp____ ,_______________________________Anaconda
Michael Foley Browning____ ____  Great Falls
With High Honors
‘Sherrill Cyr_____________________________________________ Missoula
Michael Robert Friman________________________________Great Falls
Lyle W. Herbig________________________________________ Missoula
With Honors
LHans Mark Holt_____________   Missoula
Steven Proctor Hopkins__________________________________ Missoula
lLester T. Howard______________________________________Great Falls
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
LIBERAL A R T S—  (Continued)
Dea Wheeler Kindred_____________________________________Helena
With Honors
3Richard Arthur Larson_________________________________Great Falls
3Judith Ann Lyman-------------------------- 1------------- Edina, Minnesota
Frances Wright Marble___________________________________ R illing*;
Rhonda R. Mars_______________________________   Billings
With High Honors
Janet Marie Perkins_______________ ____________________ Miles City
1Gilbert S. Rice-------------------------------------------------------- Missoula
Thomas A. Tesch----------------------------------------------------- Choteau
William Arnold Thomas_________________________________ Chinook
With Honors




3James Patrick Zaro-------------------------------Walnut Creek, California
MATHEMATICS
xDana William Gunderson_______________________ _ ________ Power
3Mary Alice Hoar_______________   .Butte
With High Honors
Andrew Joseph Lester_____________________________________ Butte
Thomas Burchinal Miller_______  Helena
Dan Michael Mungas-------------------------------------------- Philipsburg
With High Honors (also a major in 
Psychology, With High Honors)
Terry Dean Wheeling______ 1_____________________________Helena
With Honors
MICROBIOLOGY
Douglas Earl G reen______________________
Margaret Hanson Hirst_____
With Honors
2Charles Fletcher Honeycutt III____________
Kenny Eugene Robbins_________________


























With High Honors 
(also a major in mathematics) 



















R. Michael Lassise_______________________________________ Missoula
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Craig G. Allen, J r . -----
3Lorn Randall Bishop__
With Honors




Charles G  Dear den____











POLITICAL SCIENCE —  (Continued)
Larry M. Grant__________




Robert Lee Kelleher, Jr. - 
Miles Randolph Kimber— 
With High Honors 












1Douglas Edward Patten 
With Honors
Jack Owen Roberts______
Alan Donald Robertson — 
With Honors 











Robert J. W alle r-  
Carmen Elizabeth Wheeler 
With High Honors
3Stephen Whitney, Jr____

































Randy W. Sheppard____________________________________ Kalispell
With Honors
POLITICAL SCIENCE-HISTORY
3Robert Wayne Demin.— 
Daniel Charles Dietzen 
Deborah Jean G eorge... 
With Honors














3Carol Atkinson Andersen--------------------------------------- Deer Lodge
John Hale Eastman III______________________Crystal Bay, Minnesota
Le Sang-------------------------------------- ---------------------- Pakse, Laos
(also a major in Zoology, Pre-Med. Option)
3Earl Arthur Rezin Nelson-----------------------------------------------®aoo




Virginia B. Alien,____________________________________ Great Falls
With Honors . . .
Jane Patricia Anderson-------------------------------------------------- Libby
With High Honors . ..
3Jerel S. Barnhart________s,---------------------------------- Columbia Falls





Cheryl Dawn Carroll_____________________________ —------- Helena
With Honors




PSYCHOLOGY —  (Continued)
Joyce Lynn Davis.-------------------------------------------------------- Great Falls
Patricia A. Dion-----------------------------------------------------Glendive
With High Honors
Mary Carolyn Dratz-----------------------------.Broken Arrow, Oklahoma
Mark Allen Forman________________________________________ Miles City
With Honors
Patrick Charles Friman_____________________________________ Great Falls
Raymond M. Guest-------------------------------------------------- Missoula
With Honors





3Keith Everett Haugo_____________________________________ Scobey
Wallace Landis Higgins III-------------------- Mentor-on-the-Lake, Ohio
Judy Rae Hull----------------------------------Colorado Springs, Colorado
Mary Margaret Jacobsen------------------------------------------------- Great Falls
(also a major in Sociology)
Neal Glenn Jensen----------------------------------------------Great Falls
With Honors
Stephen R. Kenison________________________  G reat F a lk
Robert Frank Lay--------------------------------------------------------- Great Falls
Nancy Ann Long------------------------------------------------- Deer Lodge
Gerald Alan Lundgren___________________________________ Kalispell
With High Honors
John Irvin McCormack._________________________________ Mk<y>n1a
*Earl Peter Malarchick___________________________________ Glendive
With Honors
Charlene Bess Morris____________________________________ Missoula
With High Honors
James Frank Myers--------------------------------------------------- Conrad
With High Honors
1 Richard Blaine Ness, Jr_____________________________________ Great Falk
William Ben Saint----------------------------------------- ^Thompson Falls
(also a  major in Sociology)
Michael R. Sanderson____________________________________Billings
(also a  major in Sociology) °
Michael K. Schmidthuber_______________________________ Missoula
8Tom Winfield Seekins_____________________________________ Miles City
1 Ed ward J. Shea____________________________________________ Butte
Phillip Asbjorn Sieler___________________________________ Kalispell
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
PSYCHOLOGY —  (Continued)
Toni Ann Gianoulias Smartt------------------------------------ Great Falls
With Honors .
Stephen Charles Sidling-------------------------------------------^  Polsot}
David A. Waling____________________________________ .Towmend
Roger Dale Wilson-------------------------------------------------------Butte
RECREATION
2William Robert Bascus I I I ----- -----------------------Brawley, California




John Thomas Craighead, Jr---------------------------------------- Missoula
Sheena Elizabeth Graham------- -----  Gonrad
With Honors „
David Oliver Spencer------ ------------------------------------- Great Falls
L. R. Waxier___________________________________________ Missoula
RUSSIAN
Margaret Lynne Bottens-------------------------------------------Great Falls
With Honors _  , . _
2Raymond Edward Hanratty___________________  Seattle, Washington
With Honors ,  .
Victoria J. Moore----------------- -— --------------------------------Missoula
With High Honors (also a major in 
French, With High Honors)



















SOCIAL W O R K — (Continued)




Linda Susan Duffy_______________________________________ Billings
With Honors
3Roberta Findlay Dyrud_______________________ Hibbing, Minnesota
With Honors
JRandall John Fettig---------------------------------------------------- Sidney
JDorothy Jo  Filson________________________________________ Helena
With Honors
Ellen Marie Fjeldheim___________________________________Glasgow
Laurie Jane Galloway..___ ______________  ...Fergus Falls, Minnesota
With Honors
3Cynthia Kay Granger--------------------------------------------------- Butte
Emery Frances Gray______________________________________ Harlem
(also a major in Sociology)
1Betty Jean Harris________________________________________ Billings
2Frances Emelia Hanson___________________________________Helena
3Timothy John Heine-------------  Billings
3Michelle Manning Hoovestal---- ----------------------------------Hysham
With Honors
1Sharon Hubbell___________________________   Missoula
With Honors
Patricia Mahoney Johnson________________________Edina, Minnesota
Barbara Lynn Knoller--------------------------------Daly City, California
With Honors
Peggy Jean Knudsen------------------------------------------------- Billings
(also a major in Sociology)
William A. LaForest---------------------------------------------------- Butte
With Honors
3Diedre Dawn Lerum___________________________________ Missoula
Molly Ann Lucero---- -------  Billings
Lee Ann McKenna--- -----  -..Butte
3Russell Erik Mohn------------------------------- ----- ----- Columbia Falls
With Honors
Bonne Susanne Morledge________________________________ Billings
With Honors
3Robert Carlock Morris III------------------------------------------- Bigfork
Michael Bryan Murray------------------------------- Seattle, Washington




SOCIAL W O R K —  (Continued)
2Marlin E. Noble__________________________________________ Poison
1Kari Lynn Nybo__________________________________________ Billings
Larriann Palmer____________________________________________ Butte
1Deana McNabb Perez___________________________________ Browning
1Kathleen Lou Pierce___________________________________ Lewistown
1Dorothy Padgett Price___________________________________ Missoula
3Eleanor Ann R a p p ________________________ Parsippany, New Jersey
With Honors (also a major in Education)
Kathleen Root__________________________________________ Missoula
xJudith A. Hamilton Shepherd__________________ Park Forest, Illinois
With Honors (also a major in Social Work)
1 Judith M. (McVay) Srigley_______________________________Missoula
With High Honors




2Mary L. Tevebaugh_____________________________  Libby
With Honors
Kathleen Yvonne Norris Thomas____________ Olympia, Washington
1Diana G. Tibbitts____________________________________ Moab, Utah
With Honors
Robert Kent Tuman________________________ Paso Robles, California
With Honors
Clarence W alker____________________________Calipatria, California
(also a major in Sociology)
xJane Susan Walton____________________________________ Columbus
Reno Adele Watson____________________________________ Missoula
With High Honors
1Robert Micheal Wilson_________________________________Great Falls
With Honors (also a major in 
Sociology, With Honors)
2Janet Lynne Wollaston____________________________ Thompson Falls
SOCIOLOGY
Patricia Craig Babb_____________________________________ Missoula
(also a major in Social Work)
ijerel S. Barnhart_________________________________ Columbia Falls
Richard Edward Bautista_________________________________Missoula




SOCIOLOGY —  (Continued)
1Karen Anna Brekke_____________________ _ __ —--------------Billings
With Honors .
Barbara Jean Burke______________________________________ Missoula
With Honors . .
3Thomas Emory Cain-------------  Missoula
2Hugh Scott Cameron____________________________________ Kalispell
With Honors .
Linda Jean Carey_________________________________________ Sidney
With High Honors
Starla Jan Collum_______________________________________ Billings
Cathy L  Connolly_____________________________________Great Falls
8R  Darrell Cooper_______________________________________ Missoula
Raymond C. Covington______________________ Spokane, Washington
3Jerold Michael Devich-------------------   Anaconda
Craig Eugene Dixon____________________________________ Missoula
John Eugene Drastal____________________ East Northport, New York
Nancy Jean Dunagan__________________________________ Livingston
With Honors _ , r ,
Bruce E. Fryar_____________________________ Burnt Hills, New York
With Honors (also a major in
Social Work, With Honors) .
Gary L. Gillette__________________________________________ Plal,ns
Philip Elzv Graham_____________________________ Omaha, Nebraska
With Honors „  .
®Victor L. Green________________________________________ Kalispell
With Honors . .
Jeffrey Peter Hannon____________________________________ Missoula




With Honors (also a major in 
Social Work, With Honors)
Stephen R. Howlett, Jr--------------------------------------------—— ^ “ ee
xJanet Echo Jacobsen----------------------------------------------- Sun River
1Kirby Jacobson_________________________________________ Kalispell
3Roy William Johnson, Jr---------------------------------------------- -Butte
With Honors „
Daniel O. Jones______________________________________Great Falls
1Keith Bradley Kovick--------------------------------------------------Helena
3Dale G  Lee___________ ------------------------------------------Great Falls












1 James Brian McNicholas______
























Joel Rudd_________ _ ________




(also a major in Social Work)
1Mary E. Smith_______________


































SOCIOLOGY —  (Continued)
2Walter Morrison Smith--------------------------------------------- Hamilton
William Joseph Smith___________________________________Missoula
Steve J. Sparhawk_______________________________________ Missoula
2Gail Ann Sullivan____________________________ .Yonkers, New York
3Christopher Charles Tesar_______________Hampton, New Hampshire
1Scott Helge Thomsen------------------------------------- Edina, Minnesota
3Mignone M. Trenary-----------------------------------------------Missoula
With Honors
Connie L  Undem--------------------------------------------------------Terry
(also a major in Social Work)
1Dennis L  Veleber---------------------------------------------------------
(also a major in Education)
2Norma Marie Walden------------------------------------------------ Helena
With Honors _
‘‘Glenn H. Welch__________________________________________ Butte
2Susan Jean Williams_________________ :----------Cassopolis, Michigan
With Honors
SPANISH
Rosalie Pelayo Bushnell------------------------------------------------- Butte
With Honors ....
Dennis M. Campbell------------------------------------------------- Billings
1Betsy P. Griffing___________________________   Missoula
With High Honors .
Douglas Donald Harris--------------------------------------------- Missoula
With Honors
1Linda W. Hoyt__________________________________________ Conner
With Honors ,  .
3Gayle Toko____________________________________________ Missoula













































. Long Grove, Illinois










(also a major in Social Work)
1Steven Douglas Jensen________



























________ Hayden Lake, Idaho
_________   Butte
______________________ Butte
Rocky Boy Indian Reservation
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
SPEECH PATHOLOGY A N D  AUDIOLOGY— (Continued)
Sandra Sue Weaver-----------------------------Deadwood, South Dakota
With Honors
Debra Craig Wheat______________________________________ Helena
With High Honors
1Holly Lou Wurl______________________________________ Deer Lodge
Karen Ruth Young____________________________________Great Falls
With High Honors
ZOOLOGY
Mary Elis Anderson--------------------------------- New York, New York
Gary W. Ashmore_______________________________________ Rudyard
With Honors (also a major in Anthropology, With Honors)
Nancy Ruth Baron--------------------------------------Roslyn, New York
With High Honors
Cheryl A. Bauer_________________________________________  Poison
(also a major in Biology)
(also a major in Pre-Med. Sciences)
2Russell Gene Benner___________________________________ Missoula
*Rand Brian Bradley____________________________________ Livingston
2Kevin Ralph Clader----- --------------------------- San Rafael, California
Laurie Jean Findlater___________________________________Miles City
3Robert Edward Guenther________________________________ Missoula
(also a major in Pre-Med. Sciences)
3Catherine Hearding------------------------------------ St. Paul, Minnesota
(also a major in Botany)
John L. Hechtel--------------------------------------- .Westchester, Illinois
With High Honors
David Paul Hendricks--------------------------------- Littleton, Colorado
Ulrich Werner Herliczek________________________________ Missoula
Richard Langdon Jackson_________________________________ Helena
With Honors
Thomas Sylvester Karl------------------------------ West Bend, Wisconsin
With Honors
Kristine Kay Kastella_________________________________ Lewistown
With Honors
3Michael John Malavasic, Jr ----------------------- ..Little Falls, New York
Laurence Thobern Mason________________________________ Missoula




William Michael Whitmire______________________________ Missoula
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees





Alice M. Brinkerhoff__ _______   Missoula
With Honors
1Michael Alan Brooks_____________________________________ Poison
Kenneth Richard Hanson_________________________________ Missoula
Mark Allen James_______________________________________ Billings
Michael William Lowe____________________________________ Hardin
Michael R. Randall__4_____________________________________ Helena
With Honors
James J. Walrath________________________________________Missoula
Yim Hon W ah______________________________________ Hong Kong
HEALTH A N D  PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Larry G. Allen------------------------------------- -----Buchanan, Michigan
Robert R. Beers, Jr_____________________________ Beaverton, Oregon
Kristianne B. Bengtson______________ Shepherd
With High Honors
3Randy R. Boehnke____________ 1_________________ Potter, Nebraska
Ronald C. Brown___________________________________________ Lima
Vicki Carol Brown__________________________________________ Butte
With Honors
2William J. Codd___________ _________________ Spokane, Washington
With Honors
1 Vicki Sue Cox------------------------------------------- Edmonton, Alberta
xRobert Lee Cremer_____________________________________ Miles City
Donald Fred Findon_____________________________________ Missoula
With High Honors
Walter L. Gaskins_______________________   Billings
Catherine Ann G rove________________________ Fargo, North Dakota
Donna Habets____________________________________________ Conrad
With High Honors
1 Jackie L. H a ll---------------------------------------------------------- Billings
With Honors




HEALTH A N D  PHYSICAL ED UCA TIO N — (Continued)
’ Diane Carol Herman______________
8Karen Ann Holcomb_______________
2James C. Holter____________________
Faith Kathleen Wekander Hugill-----
Patricia M  Johnson_














2Roger Marvin ter Kuile _
Bruce Allan W hiting---------
With High Honors 
David Allen Widdekind 



























Pamela Ann Boles_______________________________________ Billings
Margaret Bowlen_________________________________  ...Missoula
2Pamela Lynn Fritz Cainan-------------------------   Missoula
With Honors
Diana Dunlap Claybaugh Carlson--------------------------------  Missoula
Phyllis Vi Chambers _ __  Missoula
Janet Richardson Davis_________________________________Townsend
Margaret C. Doll------- ---  Missoula
With Honors
Deborah Leinart Fultz--------------------------------------------Fort Benton





2Janice Marie Hansen__________________________________Deer Lodge
With Honors
Kristine Ann Joki__________________________________________ Butte
With Honors
1Carrie Ragan Johnson___________________________________ Missoula
1Peggy J. Lester_____________________________________________ Butte
With Honors
8Doris Deutsch McDonald____ ___________________________ Bozeman
With Honors
Janice Marie Munsell___________________________________ Miles City
With Honors
Marsha LeAnne Nebel_________________________________ Great Falls
With Honors
2Sandra Lou Paulson________  Missoula
Paula Elaine Petersen___________________________________ Missoula




2Susan Gail Sullivan________________________________ :___ Whitehall
Patricia Ann Todorovich______________________j_________ Anaconda
With High Honors




2Pamela Sue Wolfe._________________________________________ Butte
With Honors
RECREATION
Janice Lee Clark----------------------------------------St. James, Minnesota
Stevan L. Haugen _____________________ _________________ Lakeside
Greg T. Hejtmanek_____________________  Missoula
Kathryn Cheavens Herndon_________ _________________ Boise, Idaho
Wes Hulla____________________________________________ Missoula
3William E. Larson___________________________________ Fort Benton
sDavid Jess Martens________________________________________Havre
Richard Wall Miller______________________________________ Helena
Jennifer Retha Uselman_______________________ Wadena, Minnesota
Carol Diane Varnum-----------------------------------Seatde, Washington
^ a n c y  D. Walsh-------------------------------------- Minot, North Dakota
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees










2Jo  Ann McDonald____________
Myrna Mesenbrink____________
Michael Louis Picchioni_______

























THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN PHYSICAL THERAPY
2Cindy Mae Watt Christophersen__________________________ Bozeman
Shadra Lee Denson______________________ ._________________Shelby
Patti Jo  Fletcher________________________________________Roundup
With Honors




THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN WILDLIFE BIOLOGY
2LIoyd Eugene Acker_________________
2 James M. Baird------------------------
’ Dalton Bradford Barnett —
’ Richard Scull Biddle, Jr----
With Honors (also a major in 
Botany, With Honors)
Margaret Theresa Boylan...
With High Honors (also a major in 
Botany, With High Honors)








Gregory P. Hallsten____________ ._____
Roger Lee Hilton____________________
Kenneth Brian Jaremco_______________
(also a major in Resource Conservation) 
Carl H. Key J
With High Honors 





(also a major in Biology)
Craig Russel Kuchel__________________
With High Honors 
’ Lance Lerum ..
’ Steven Louis Marquardt____________
3Melvin G. Moe - ........ — ----------------
Patrick D. Murphy---------------






























THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 

































SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
The candidates will be presented by Robert Kiley 
Dean of the School of Fine Arts
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS
A RT
John Forrest Barker--------------------

































Suzanne E. Fulton__________ .___________________ Kewanee, Illinois
Rae Stefania Paulson Horan____________________________ Bozeman
Gwendolyn Jones________________________________Chicago, Illinois







THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS
ART
3Jacqualine Lee Alford___
John Christopher Buckley 
Thomas Craig Dunstan ..
Marjorie J. Falconer_____
With Honors
1 Barry G. Hood_________
Elem ent Grove Hull____
With Honors
Jennifer W. Jacobson___






1 Thomas John Schultz____
With Honors
1Ross Ernest Stenseth____
2Gene J. Thompson .. 
1Stefni Walton_________...
________________Helena















2Phyllis Jeanne Beecher. 
With Honors
2Debra Ann Fleming......




1 Peggy D. Meinholtz___
With Honors
Candice Lee Newcomb— 
John Seymour Shaffner 
With High Honors 












D R A M A —  (Continued)
2 Donald L. Torgerson---------------------------------------------- Great Falls
{also a  major in Radio-Television)
Thomas Lynn Valach-------------------------------------------------Missoula
With Honors
William W. Wells____________________________________ Great Falls
With Honors
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF MUSIC
PERFORMANCE
2Barbara Beck Balias_____________________________________ Missoula
With High Honors
3Clarence Christopher Biehl________________________________ Gameill
With Honors
Susan Adele Blewett__________________________________ Great Falls
With Honors




James Glen Sanderson___________________________________ Missoula
With High Honors
Katherine Brooks Woodley_____________________Palo Alto, California
With High Honors




Lucille G. Good______________________________________ .Missoula
Gail Ann Grossmann_______________________ Edmonds, Washington
With Honors
1 Colleen Marie Russell______________________________________ Butte
With Honors




CHORAL A N D  INSTRUM ENTAL CONDUCTING 
A N D  MUSIC ADM INISTRATION
2Candice Nancy Boyer____________________________________ Missoula
With Honors
Marian M. Engelbrecht____________________________________ Savage
With High Honors
1Robert Bruce Holston, Jr___________________________________Rollins
With Honors
2Katherine Ann Honaker__________________________________ Billings
With Honors
ELEM ENTARY MUSIC
2Susan Kay Rovero Great Falls
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
The candidates will be presented by Rudyard B. Goode,
Dean of the School of Business Administration








Hubert L. Cummings III______
Rick G. Darvis______________
With High Honors
















John Francis Mahoney III____
Robert Warren M ing________
1Alan Hart Moore____________
Gregg R. Mortensen__________































THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
IN  BUSINESS ADM IN ISTRATIO N — (Continued)
Birger Rustberggard__
With Honors 
Joseph Francis Shevlin 
With High Honors
Peggy L. Shriner______
With High Honors 
Calvin Keith Simshaw.. 
With Honors
Reuben W. Streifel___












THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Judy Kay Alley____________________________________________ Joplin
Bruce L. Anderson________________________________________Bigfork
2Charles Richard Anderson_________________________________Billings
James C. Anderson____________________________ St. Paul, Minnesota
With High Honors
Robert D. Anderson____________________________________ DeBorgia
2Ken Daniel Armstrong__________________________________ Cut Bank
Douglas D. Averill_______________________________________ Bigfork
1Robert W. Balding_____________________________________ Kalispell
8Brian Thomas Balock_____________________________________ Billings
8Barney Jo  Barnekoff______________________________________ Poison
8Robert R. Barrett____ ____________  Billings
Catherine R. Batt________________________________________ Billings
Heidi Lee Beals__________________________________________Colstrip
Steve Allen Bennyhoff___________________________________ Missoula
Randolph B. Berglund___________________________________ Missoula
Robert M. Bernhart________________________________ Kellogg, Idaho
William Edward Billingsley_______________________________Missoula




THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN  BUSINESS ADM IN ISTRATIO N — (Continued)
2William R. Braddock.__________________________________Lewistown
Rod I. Brewer____________________________________________ Helena
2Lyle Allan Brunner_______________________________________Missoula
1Thomas J. Bureson_______________________________________Billings
Richard J. Busek____________________________________ — Great Falls
David Frederick Byers_________________________  Columbia Falls
h e ra ld  J. Bygren__________________________________________ Laurel
James Lee Carney_________________________________________ Dutton
Mark A. Chandler____________________________________ Plentywood
With Honors
Nadene Ann Cogdill____________________________________ Missoula
Thomas J. Collins________________________________________Missoula
sRobert Curtis Conklin, J r . _______________________Anchorage, Alaska
Richard Paul Coombs_____________________________________ Poison
Posthumously
Kevin Bruce Cornell_____________________________________ Augusta
2James R. Culbert._________________________________________ Poison
8Bruce D. Cunningham____________________________________ Billings
3Burt R. Cuplin__________________________________________ Missoula
Virginia Lee Dale_____________________________________ .Missoula
3Ronald J. Dryden________________________________________Missoula
2Gary Stuart Duncan_______________________________________Helena
3Robert Claude English____________________________________ Poison
1Brett R. Fagenstrom___________________________________ Great Falls
1Marcel James Fett___________________________ Guthrie Center, Iowa
‘Allan R. Fossen___________________________________________ Joplin
Clarence Sherburne Frisbee_______________________________ Cut Bank
2Greg C. Garrison_________ :_____________________________Great Falls
John H. Gashwiler_____________________________________ Missoula
David Stewart Gates___________________________________ Lewistown
With Honors
Theresa Yvonne Geldard___________________________________ Havre
‘ James L. Gisselberg_________________________________________ .Lolo
‘ Janice M. Goldhahn____________________________________ Geraldine
3Bernard J. Goldman_____________________________________ Missoula
With Honors
2Andrew George Grande_________________________________ Missoula




THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN  BUSINESS A D M IN ISTRA TIO N — (Continued)
Donald Chesley Guest______________________  Missoula
With Honors
Steven Charles Gross____________________________________ Kalispell
2Jerry Wayne Gustafson__________________________________ Cut Bank
Donald Vincent Hansen________________________________ Anaconda
1John Joseph Harnish_______  ..Billings
With Honors
XJ. Cort Harrington, Jr______________________________________ Helena
Clark William Henderson----------------  Kalispell
Stella Jean Henderson_____________________________________ Havre
With High Honors
Russell G. Herington___________________________________ Kalispell
2Robert E. Hibbs__________________________________________ Billings
3Clyde Kenneth Hochhalter_______________________________Missoula
3Donnie Ray Hoffman_______ _________________________ East Helena
3James Robert Hooson____________________________________ Billings
xRobert Scott Horsley_____________________________________ Billings
2Bill Edwin Ingraham____________________________________ Missoula
xRoy T. Ito_____________________________________ Honolulu, Hawaii
Ralph H. Jackson..____ _____________________ San Marino, California
Robert C. Jackson__________________________ Smithtown, New York
With Honors
Roger Ed Jackson________________________________________Missoula
Jerry Evan Jaques---------------- _ -----------------------------Hot Springs
Thom as Quentin Johnson______ _.________________________ Helena
Roger Alan Jones_____________________________________Clyde Park
With High Honors
3Wayne Jacob Kedish____________________________________ Missoula
3Michael Douglas Keller___________________________________ Helena
Roger Bruce Kempner__________________________________ Missoula
Clarence B. Kenck______________________________________ Missoula
Thomas Edward Kennedy_________________________________ Billings
With Honors
Linda L. Klamm__ _____________________________________ Miles City
xMarilyn Kaye Kleffner__________________________________ __ Hardin
With Honors
2William F. Koeppen____________________________________ Missoula
With High Honors
Karl Vincent Krahnert___________________ Roselle Park, New Jersey
Kenneth Lee Kranzler____________________________________ Billings
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN  BUSINESS A DM IN ISTRA TIO N — (Continued)
Clinton Allan Kurtz_______
With Honors
Michael Charles Laisnez _




2Duane Evert Lutke .
Timothy James McCarthy....
(also a major in 'Economics) 
3Michael C. R. McKenzie .
James A. Mariska______
William F. Markovich_______
1Thomas Eugene Maydew . 
With Honors
James Neil M einert___
Lanny Herman Michael______
With Honors
Chester Maxwell Murphy III 










1John D. P oe...
With High Honors





2Ned Robert Ross —

















.Lew istow n 
Cleveland Heights, Ohio















THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN  BUSINESS A DM IN ISTRA TIO N — (Continued)
James Allen Salisbury_____________________________________ Helena
With Honors
William Gregory Salisbury, Jr_____________________________Helena
*Jan Lennel Schmid_____________________________________ Kalispell
With Honors
Terry Robert Schopfer__________________________________ Whitehall
(also a Bachelor of Arts with 
major in Psychology)
George Edward Schultze, Jr_____________________________ Missoula
Alan Kiyoshi Seino_________________________ Lahaina, Maui, Hawaii
1 James Michael Shevlin________________________________ Miles City
8Daniel Joseph Sidor_______________________________________Helena
1James Alan Silberberger_______________________________ Great Falls
Edward Leonard Smartt_______ __________________________Great Falls
Daniel Ray Smith________________________________________Billings
3Gary Kent Smith_____________________________________ Great Falls
b a r r e n  A. Sokol______________________________________Lewistown
Douglas J. Spaulding__________________________________ Great Falls
*Gary V. Staudinger..._____     Billings
With Honors
Lynn Christine Stocking_______________________________ .Whitefish
With Honors
1Thomas Edgar Stocking_________________________________Whitefish
2Rodney Ray Stoll_____________________________________ Great Falls
Terry Alan Stoltz___________________________  Billings
1Ravindra Singh Thapa_____________________ Dehra Dun, U. P., India
1Edward R. Thompson___________________________________ St. Regis
With Honors
Larry C. Thompson__________________________________   Scobey
With Honors
Howard Craig Torgerson_________________________________ Bainville
With Honors
Thomas Gene Torgerson_________________________________Kalispell
Fausto G. Turrin_______________________________ __ — Great Falls
With Honors
tim o th y  Clark Twamley_____________________________ West Glacier
Michael Evans Tyvand__________________________   Dillon
Gary E. Vihinen______________________________________ Great Falls
With High Honors
sMichael James Wagner__________________________________ Missoula
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 




1Gregory Richard W hite___
Lawrence R. (Ray) Wicks 
John Ray W illard... 
James Patrick Winchell....
Paul David Winslow_____
1 James Craig Woodward__




















The candidates will be presented by J. Francis Rummel,
Dean of the School of Education
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION
2Joyce Marie Abel_________________________________ Eugene, Oregon
With Honors
Richard Dean A b el___________________________________Boise, Idaho
With Honors
Christian E. Anderson___________  ____  Olympia, Washington
(also a major in History - 
Political Science)
xJoseph G. A rts_____________________________   Helena
2Richard Herbert Bertoglio_______________________________ Missoula
1Leona Penelope Billings_________________________________  Missoula
With Honors
Candace Ann Bloom___________________________________Thompson Falls
With High Honors
1 Helena Della Blumel------------------------------------Cardston, Alberta
xJeanne Marie Brabeck______________   Missoula
With Honors
Elizabeth Jeniece (Bettye) Zang B raid_____  ___________Livingston
Nancy Leila Lynn Brail________________________________ Ashtabula, Ohio
(also a major in Art)
Virginia M. Brazill_______________________________________  Arlee
Michael Thomas Bremer_____ ______________ Middleville, Michigan
(also a Bachelor of Science with
major in Health and Physical Education)
3Ronald A. Briggs ________________________________________Helena
With Honors
Daniel J. Brown___________________________________________ Butte
3Robert Calfee Brown____________________________________ Nashua
With High Honors
Katherine Elizabeth Brunell_____ ________  ___________Walkerville
With Honors
Jon F. Burkhart_________________________________________Missoula
2Mary Lou Calvert_____________________________  Thompson Falls
Velma Duke Capener____________________________________ Missoula
With High Honors
2Frank H. Chesarek______________________________________ Billings
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
IN  ED UCA TIO N — (Continued)
Silver P. Chord____________
2James Edward Clavadetscher 
3Elaine Gilham Clayborn....
2Edward John Cleary_______
3Charles Aaron C lough____
3Karen Reyner Coffman____
Kevin Collins_____
2Marcia Vee Cory...... ....... —
Thomas J. Coyle___________
2Bonnie L  Dart__________
1 James E. DeBoer_________
1Gale L. Decker____________





Cynthia Ann Dunne — ..
With Honors 







M ichele Ann Franck—.


















______ Newark, New Jersey
________________Great Falls















. Columbia Falls 










THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
IN  ED UCATIO N — (Continued)
1Vivian Elizabeth (Shockey) Gubler__________________________ Butte
2Arthur Gustave Hazen___________________________________ Missoula
Shelley C. Heien___________________________________________ Brady
Clarence Helgeson------------------------------------------- Mullan, Idaho
With Honors
Carole Ann Herbolich_________________________________ Anaconda
With High Honors
Mary Patricia Herminghaus______________________________Billings
3Sally Sue Hickman-----------------------------------------------  Stevensville
With High Honors
David Wayne Hirst-------------------------------------------------- Missoula
With Honors
xDiane Hitchner— --- ---------------------------------  Glen Ellyn, Illinois
With Honors
Curtis William Hodge____________________________________ Helena
With Honors
t e n n is  R. Hofferber_______________________ ____________ Billings
Scott L  Hollenbeck.— ------------- .... ------- Spokane, Washington
Patti Ann Holm__________________________________________ Conrad
With Honors
3Linda M. Hughes----------------------------------------------------- Missoula
With Honors
Sheryl D. Huntley.—------------------------------------ ;_________ .Wisdom
2Carol Ann Jacobsen ____________________________   Ovando
With Honors
2Donald Dorian Jawort_________      Helena
1Patricia Ann Jennings_________    Kalispell
Terry Ray Johns----------------------------------------------  ...Missoula
(also a  major in Social Work)
Edward Joseph Jo n es_______________    Butte
8James Peter Kenyon________   Missoula
1Patricia Marie Kelly-------------------------------------------------- Missoula
1Steven L. Kohler--------------------------------------------------- Whitefish
Warren H. Kottke, Jr -------------------------------------------  Great Falls
xTerri Mae Kramer----------------------------- -------------------Great Falls
xRoy Joe Lackner------------------------------------------------------ Missoula




THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
IN  ED UCA TIO N — (Continued)
Joan Louise Lindeberg---------













1Patsy A. M ak i______________
Beverly Malone------------------
1Donna Marie Martin_________
2Curtiss C. Matt------------ ------
3Charles K. Moats----------------
1Sharon Ann Moran...--- ---------









1Richard B. Petersen— 1---------
Janet Rose Pirtz----------------
With Honors










































THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
IN  EDUCATION —  (Continued)
2Kristine Farrell Roberts____________________________ ____  Missoula
2Janis Kay Robertson----------------------------- Vancouver Washington
David Allen Ross----------------------------------------------------Missoula
Bennett John Schepens__________________________________ Glendive
Stephen D. Schultz___ ______________   Missoula
With Honors
1Bruce Emmertt Sharp— ___ __________________ _______  Hot Springs
With Honors
Meri Lee Sloan-------------------------------------------------------- Kalispell
Marvin Keith Smith____________________________________ Missoula
Patricia J. Southern-------------------------------------- Missoula
Linda Spencer_____________________________________________ Libby
1Elsie B. Staiger____________________  .Missoula
1Connie L  Stalcup---------------------------------------- Kent, Washington
8Linda L. Stangler ----------------------------------------------------- Conrad
With Honors
JJudy Charleen Stewart--------------------------------------- Columbia Falls
1Fred D. Stores------------------------------------------------------- Missoula
Deborah Ann Strehlow___________________________________ Billings
1Joellyn L  Suchy-------------------------------------------------------- Eureka
With Honors
Carla Ann Swanson______________________________________ Helena
With Honors
Mary Jo  Swardey---------------------------------Minneapolis, Minnesota
With High Honors
Carol Lynne Taylor.--------------------------------------------------- Missoula
With Honors
2J. David Teater-------------------------------------------------- Eden, Idaho
Raylene Lewis Thompson_______________________ Powell, Wyoming
With Honors
Sue Anne Tiffin.____________________________________ Great Falls
Johanna Bangeman Todd____________________   Lakeside
8Stanley J. Tubb__________  Libby
Robin Brown Tunnicliff_________________________________ Billings
With High Honors
Ronald John Typinski--------------------------  Oak Ridge, New Jersey
2Marka Luise Vranish__________________________________  Roundup





THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
IN  ED UCATIO N — (Continued)
William Wilson Weiss__________________________________ Cut Bank
xSally Eileen Weissman_______________________________ Great Falls
With Honors
Candice Marie Whitehead----------------------------- — --Townsend
With High Honors
Jane Frances Wilde-------------------------------------------------- Billings
With High Honors
2Janice Farrell Wiley____________________________ Edina, Minnesota
1Cynthia Jean W orrall-------------------------------------------------- Clancy
Thomas B. Wright_____________________________ -Louisa, Kentucky





The candidates will be presented by Robert F. Wambach, 
Dean of the School of Forestry





















Arthur Roy Clinch... 
Salvatore Joseph Culotta...
(also a major in Botany) 
Russell Howard D avis...
Carl Erickson____







With High Honors 
aHall C. Guttormsen_______
----- Chehalis, Washington
— Redwood City, California 
------ Teaneck, New Jersey







--- Elk Point, South Dakota




- Manasquan, New Jersey 
....... Baltimore, Maryland
----------- Hillsboro, Oregon









THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN  FO RESTRY— (Continued)
Charles Earl Harris.------------------------------------— — —- —
Lee Weston Harry__________________________ Midland, South Dakota
2Michael B. Hartkorn------------------------------------------------- Missoula
With Honors ..
Dennis Wesley Heuscher-------------------------------------------- Kalispell
Andrew Stuart Hicks-----------------------------------------  ...Missoula
3Duane Hicks_______________________________Eastend, Saskatchewan
Dennis C. Hildebrand------------------------------------------   Missoula
Craig W. Holley___________________________________ Windsor, Ohio
With Honors „  Tj  .
Je ffrey  Hutson Hughes_____________________________ Powell, Idaho
Charles Keith Jackson---------------------------------Shelton, Washington
Larry W. Jinkins______________________________ Tomah, Wisconsin
With High Honors .....
Larry L. Johnson______________________________ Wheaton, Minnesota
2Richard Dale Koelzer________________________ — .West Yellowstone
Larry Dean Keown-------------------------------------------------Great Falls
Henry C. Koch, Jr._____________________________Okemos, Michigan
With Honors
1Charles Burton Lawrence-------------------------- Glen Ridge, New Jersey
Lyndon Charles Lee_____________ __ _________Kensington, Maryland
2Jonathan Frank Luibrand-------------------------------------------- Missoula
Miriam Isabelle Perry Lyngholm-------------------------------------Cascade
With Honors .
K. Jefferson Martin_______________________Los Alamos, New Mexico
2Timothy M. Murphy-------------------------------------------------Anaconda
Eugene Bruce Newell______________________Salisbury, North Carolina
With Honors (also a major in 
Economics, With Honors)
Gerard J. Nordmann___________________ Mercer Island, Washington
Robert J. Novotny_____________________________ Elmhurst, Illinois
2Robert W. Oldenburg_________________________________ Lewistown
John D. Olson, Jr______________________________________ Livingston
James L. Parrish.-------- -----------------------------------Hinsdale, Illinois
3Michael William Peacock__________________________ Juneau, Alaska




Dennis H. Reed________________________________ Morrill, Nebraska
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
IN  FO RESTRY— (Continued)
2Thomas Leverett Rennick---------------------------- Lakewood, Colorado
Dale Alan Ridenour_______________________________________Somers
Dale Alan Rivers----------------------------------- Waterville, Washington
James Robert Runyan--------------------------- Norristown, Pennsylvania
With Honors
2Keith Eugene Rush----------------------------------------El Dorado, Kansas
Dennis J. Samuelson---------------------------- --- Prairie Village, Kansas
John William Sangster--------------------------Santa Barbara, California
Gary E. Say--------------------------------------   Alma, Kansas
With High Honors
Robert Paul Schieder____________________________________ Missoula
William Bruce Schlaebitz--------------------------------Lincoln, Nebraska
Betty Ann Sladek------------------------------------------- Evanston, Illinois
“Glenn Roy Smith----------------------------------------------------- Missoula
2Gregory J. Smith.----------------------------------------------------- Missoula
Michael Dean Smith------------------------------ Elizabethtown, Kentucky
3Donald E. Sorensen.,_____________________________________ Billings
Marc M. Spratt------------------------------------------------ Topeka, Kansas
Robert John Stothart-----------------------------Springfield, Pennsylvania
^Robert Alan Strickland__________________________ Decatur, Georgia
2Gary O. Tokle------------------------------------- ---San Diego, California
1Thomas Albert Troxel--------------------------------Winchester, Virginia
With Honors
Charles C. Veenstra, Jr----------------------------------- Racine, Wisconsin
Donald W. Verrue-------------------------------Meadow Vista, California
Terrance Charles Wales----------------------------------Beulah, Wyoming
Gerald Thomas Walker----------------------- Monterey Park, California
With Honors
Leroy G. Zent--------------------------------------------------------- Missoula
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN 
RESOURCE CONSERVATION
John Kenneth Anderson___________________________________ Helena
3James L Bienvenue_______   Missoula
Richard Dale Bluff----------------------------------------- Columbus, Ohio
Paul K. Bradt--------------------------------------------------------- Missoula
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 








































_____ Terre Haute, Indiana
________________ Missoula
_______ Salinas, California



















____ Brooklyn, New York
_____ River Forest, Illinois
..Charlotte, North Carolina 







The candidates will be presented by Warren J. Brier, 
Dean of the School of Journalism
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN 
JOURNALISM
Thomas J. Beausoleil----------------------------------------------- Anaconda
Beverly Clara Bilyeu----------------------------------------- Pompeys Pillar
With Honors
Liann Karolyn Bjelland____________________________________ Conrad
1 Donald Alton Bloom____________________________________ Missoula
With Honors (also a major 
in English, With Honors)
3BiU Jeffrey Capps--------------------------------------------------- Bigfork
Paul R. Christman--------------------------------------Setauket, New York
Kathleen M. Copps-------------------- ---------------------------Miles City
Sarah Van Liew Emerson----------------------------- Claremont, California
3Janelle Kristina Fallan___________________________________  Helena
Mary Kathryn Froehlich_________________________________ Missoula
Stephen Robert Fullerton________________________________Hamilton
Kevin Scott G iles----------------------------------------------- Deer Lodge








Dianne Valerie Lefrancois--------------------------Spokane, Washington
3Dan McIntyre------------------------------------------------------ Great Falls
Eugene Richard Mclvor_________________________________  Chinook
1Joan Carol Melcher_______________________   Forsyth
Michael Elliott Moon___________________________________ Missoula
Lynn Jo  Morrison__________________________________________Havre
Patricia Murdo__________________  Rill in
With High Honors
Jennifer Anne O’Loughlin_________________________________Billings
Gary Frederick Rowe______________________________________ Butte
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Baccalaureate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS 
IN  JOURNALISM  —  (Continued)
Dennis Dale Simmons________________________________   Valier
Barry F. Smith----------------------- Glasgow
With Honors
Thomas J. Steffes.-----------  Missoula
David E. Stenerson______________________________________ Billings
1Donna Rae Syvertson______________________________________Conrad
Lorna Kay Thackeray_______________________________________Havre
With Honors (also a major in 
History-Political Science, With Honors)
3Christine (T ina) B. Torgrimson__________________________ Mic^onl?
William Thomas Vaughn______________________________ Great Falls
Thomas Gerry W esterfield---------------------------- Homewood, Illinois
Thomas Stewart Wettach______________________ Nutley, New Jersey
(also a major in Anthropology)
 ^Linda A. W inslow____________________________________   Alissoula
THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN 
RADIO-TELEVISION
Norman Robert Conn____________________________________ KalispeU
sJane Louise Connor----------------------------------------------- Boise, Idaho
With Honors
M ark  Gorseth----------------------------------------------------- Great Falls
Bruce Edward Hadella_________________________________ Lewistown
Vicki Lynne Hetrick_______________________________ Glasgow
(also a major in Sociology)
3Alan Lee Higbee— ---  Noxon
Richard R. Laws---------------------------------------------------- .Missoula
3Donald Nelson McDonald__________________________ Hungry Horse
(also a  major in Economics- 
Political Science)
William Wayne Marcus__________________________________ Wibaux
With Honors
Kenneth Elvin Sleator___________________________________ Missoula
Steven D. Stiffarm__________________ ___________________Missoula
8Steven Edman Triplett___________________________________ KalispeU
2J. Lee Urbaniak--------------------------------------- Spokane, Washington




The candidates will be presented by Robert L. Van Horne, 
Dean of the School of Pharmacy
T H E  D E G R E E  O F  B A C H E L O R  O F  S C IE N C E  IN  
P H A R M A C Y
2Jeffrey Lynn Addington_________________________ _______ Miles City
James Henry Aline________________________________   Conrad
3Jack M. Andersen__________________________________________ Simms
David Lee Campana_______________________________________  Butte
Janet Lee Carl_________________________________________Big Timber
With High Honors
3Terri Lynn Chism___________________________________________ Butte
David Paul Christenot_____________________________________ Great Falls
3Eugene Gregory Culp____________________________________ Glendive
2Jerome Evan Dernbach__________________________   Lewistown
James J. Downey___________________________________________ Butte
Timothy John Downey_________________________________  ._Butte
Zana Ruth Hanni___________________________________________Butte
Robert C. Kittams__________________________________________ Great Falls
With Honors
Alan Lee Lightner_________________________________________Conrad
2Carol Lisa Link_____________________________________________ Butte
2Shah Nawaz Malik_______________________________ Multan, Pakistan
3Dana Scott N afts_________j______________________________ Billings
Milton Joseph Petrin___________ Missoula
1Edward J. Rauvola, Jr_________________________________  Hamilton
Ernest C. Richards, Jr_______________________________________ Butte
Curtis Ray Schwaderer___________________________________ Missoula
3Jack Henry Snyder____________________________________   Billings
2Kristin Lea Trobough_________________________________'_Anaconda
Margaret Alice Twichel_______________________________________Red Lodge
William Floyd Umphrey__________________________  Shelby
3Marjorie J. Weathermon___________________________________ Laurel
With High Honors
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Advanced and Professional Degrees
SCHOOL OF LAW
The candidates will be presented by Robert E. Sullivan 
Dean of die School of Law
THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR
James Craig Bartlett-------------------------------------------------Whitefish
B.A., University of Chicago, Illinois, 1971
George Bullock Best, Jr --------------------------------------------- Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
Thomas Edward Boland________________________________Great Falls
B.A., Eastern Washington State College, Cheney, 1970
Gary Gordon Broeder___________________________________ Kalispell
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1968
Thomas A. Budewitz_____________________________________ Billings
A.B., Gonzaga University, Spokane, Washington, 1971
J. Martin Burke__---------------------------------------------------- Missoula
With High Honors
A. B., Gonzaga University, Spokane, Washington, 1970
Claude I. Burlingame------— -------------------------------- ----Missoula
B. S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1970
Dennis Person Clarke________________________ ;____________ Helena
B.A., University of Oregon, Eugene, 1970
Dennis Patrick Conner_________________________________ Great Falls
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1971
William Bailey Dunn___________________________________ Miles City
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1963
Richard W. Eddy, J r -----------------------------------------------  Fort Shaw
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
A. Clifford Edwards______________________________________ Denton
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1971
Joseph C. Engel III----------------------------------------- ----- .. .Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1970
Gary Burton Everson..____________________________________ 'Rilling*;
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1970
John Scott Forsythe______________________________________ Glasgow
Bui., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1969
John D. G reef----- ...-------------------------------------- Sandpoint, Idaho
B. in B.Ad., Pacific Lutheran University, Tacoma, Washington, 1970
Jack Leonard Green I I - __ _______________________________ Missoula
With Honors
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Advanced and Professional Degrees
THE DEGREE OF JU RIS DOCTOR —  (Continued)
Stephen Lynn Grobel___________________________________ Glasgow
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, Montana, 1971
David A. Hopkins________________________________________Helena
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1969
David N. Hull____________________________________________ Helena
B.A., University of Montana, 1970
George W. Huss_______________________________________ Miles City
With Honors
B.S., Saint John’s University, Collegeville, Minnesota, 1971
W. Bjarne Johnson____________________________________ Great Falls
With Honors
B.A., University of Montana, 1968
James Michael Kaze___________________________________  Miles City
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1970
Robert L. Knopp__________________________   Sidney
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1971
John Allison Langen_____________________________________ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1970
Don MacDonald_______________________________________  Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
Lon James M axwell_______________________ Minneapolis, Minnesota
B.A., Concordia College, St. Paul, Minnesota, 1967
Robert Allen Meldahl___________________________________ Fairview
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
Jon A. Meredith_____________________________________ Fort Benton
B.A., University of Montana, 1966
James Edwin Miller___________________________ Hood River, Oregon
B.S., Oregon State University, Corvallis, 1965
Ted Loy Mizner_____________________________________  Deer Lodge
B.S. in B. Ad., University of Montana, 1971
Gerald B. Murphy________________________________________Billings
B.A., University of Montana, 1968
David L. Nielsen____ ___  Bozeman
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1971
Kenneth Robert Olson_________  Dutton
B.A., University of Montana, 1970
Jerry Lee Painter______________________________________ Great Falls
B.S., University of Puget Sound, Tacoma, Washington, 1971
Eleanor Ackman Parker____________________________________ Huson
B.A., Carleton College, Northfield, Minnesota, 1963
Donald K. Peterson_____ _____ Missoula
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1970
Carter N. Picotte__________________________________________Helena
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Advanced and Professional Degrees
THE DEGREE OF JU R IS DOCTOR —  (Continued)
3Joe R. Roberts______________________ —----------------------------Libby
B.A., Concordia College, Moorhead, Minnesota, 1969
Gary Vincent Scales._____________________________________ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1970
David Andrew Scott_____________________________________ Missoula
B.A., University of Wyoming, Laramie, 1969
David Bruce Small_____________________________________ Missoula
A. B., University of California, Berkeley, 1971
Gary L. Spaeth____________________________________________ Silesia
B. A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1967
R. Keith Strong______________________________________ St. Ignatius
With High Honors
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
Gregory Charles Taylor------------------------------------------ W olf Point
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
Judson Loren Temple___________________________________ Bozeman
With Honors
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1968 
M.A., University of Maryland, College Park, 1971
Margaret Augusta Tonon___________________ Forestville, Connecticut
B.A., Bates College, Lewiston, Maine, 1971
William Thomas Wagner—..__ _______________ ____________ Missoula
B. in B.Ad., Gonzaga University, Spokane, Washington, 1971
Robert L  White----------------------- -------------------------------Missoula
B.A. in B.Ad., University of Washington, Seattle, 1966 
M.B.Ad., Washington State University, Pullman, 1968
Dennis Wood____________ ____________________________ Missoula
B.A., University of California, Los Angeles, 1971
James H. Wood-------------------------------------------------------Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
The candidates will be presented by John M. Stewart,
Dean of the Graduate School
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Norman Lane Allred_______________________________Shelley, Idaho
B.S., Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, 1967
Robert Sterling Anderl__________________________ Omaha, Nebraska
B.S., University of Nebraska, Lincoln, 1971
Elton Randolph Bacon_______________________New York, New York
B.S., Tuskegee Institute, Alabama, 1966
Joseph Anthony Bemben___ ___________  Queens Village, New York
B.S., Spring Hill College, Mobile, Alabama, 1965
Roger A. Bonderud________________________________________Shelby
B.A., Concordia College, Moorhead, Minnesota, 1970
David Matthew Box______________________________ Cleveland, Ohio
A. B., Western Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, 1964
1Cheryl Lowe Brooks_____________________________________ Missoula
B. A., University of Montana, 1969
Thomas Frank Brown__________ ____ -..Newburyport, Massachusetts
B.B.A., University of Miami, Coral Gables, Florida, 1970
2Thomas J. Burggraff____________________________Denver, Colorado
B.S., Colorado State University, Fort Collins, 1970
1Robert Lester Christie_______________    Florence
B.S., Northeastern University, Boston, Massachusetts, 1966
2Thomas Foster Cline____________________________Boulder, Colorado
B.S., Colorado State University, Fort Collins, 1969 
M.S., Colorado State University, Fort Collins, 1971
Robert M. Creech, Jr ---------------------------------Satellite Beach, Florida
B.A., University of Kentucky, Lexington, 1967
Ronald S. Dybis ------------------------- --- --- --- Los Angeles, California
B.B.A., Loyola University of Los Angeles, California, 1969
1Eric Charles Erickson----------------------------------Lancaster, California
B.A., University of California, Irvine, 1969
1John Lawrence Farbo _______________________________  Great Falls
B.S., Louisiana State University, New Orleans, 1969
David Allen Fenton_______________________________________ Butte
B.S., Montana School of Mines, Butte, 1969
Jeffery  M. Ferguson------------------------------- Downers Grove, Illinois
B.A., Denison University, Granville, Ohio, 1969
Keith Oliver Flaugh...__________________ _________________ Missoula
B.S., University of Montana, 1969
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF 
BUSINESS ADM INISTRATION —  (Continued)
Edward R. Fundis________________________________ LeRoy, Kansas
B.S., University of Utah, Salt Lake City, 1969
Carl Peter Garlow____________________________ Seattle, Washington
B.S., Sacramento State College, California, 1966
2R. Marie Gillespie______________________________________ Missoula
B.S., University of Montana, 1971
3Carl E. Gunderson III_____________________ -Temple City, California
B.S., Los Angeles State College, California, 1965
3Harold E. How ell_________________________ L Pascagoula, Mississippi
B.S., University of Colorado, Boulder, 1966
Graydon L. Hudspeth_______________ Winston-Salem, North Carolina
B.S., Wake Forest College, Winston-Salem, North Carolina, 1962
C. Richard Hughes ---------------------------------------------- Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1973
Phillip Mallory Jackson__________________  Memphis, Tennessee
B.B.A., Memphis State University, Tennessee, 1971
2James W. Knapp________________________________ .Utica, New York
B.A., Hartwick College, Oneonta, New York, 1962
Thomas E. Kuenning, Jr________________________ New Bremen, Ohio
B.S., Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, 1967
John A. Larmer________________________________________ Memphis, Tennessee
B.B.A., Memphis State University, Tennessee, 1970
Vincent Lettieri________________________East Patchogue, New York
B.S., Michigan Technological University, Houghton, 1970
2Paul D. Loreto______________________________ San Diego, California
B. of Engineering, Manhattan College, New York, 1966
Peter L  McNamee________________Ij .-------------------------- Great Falls
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1970
2Thomas G. M anning_____________________________________ Billings
B.S., University of Montana, 1969
1Melvin F. Martinez_____________________________ Zwolle, Louisiana
B.S., Northwestern State College of Louisiana, Natchitoches, 1965
3Kent Wyatt Meyer_________________________ Grass Valley, California
A. B., University of California, Berkeley, 1965
Henry Lee Milledge, Jr_______________________ ____ Lebanon, Illinois
B. S., Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, 1968
1Claude D. Mitchell___________________________________ Waco, Texas
A. B., San Diego State College, California, 1963
Epifanio Morales, Jr_________________________ San Juan, Puerto Rico
B. of B.Ad., University of Puerto Rico, Rio Piedras, 1969
Richard Niedzwiecki---------------------- ---------------Niceville, Florida
B.S., Syracuse University, New York, 1965
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF M ASTER OF 
BUSINESS ADM INISTRATION —  (Continued)
Barry Norman------------------------------------------------------ Great Falls
B.S., Perris State College, Big Rapids, Michigan, 1965
Thomas James O’Neill______________________________________ Butte
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
John Scott Paul------------------------------------------- McCook, Nebraska
B.S., University of Nebraska, Lincoln, 1969
Larry E. Putnam-------------------------------------------------------- B illings
B.A., University of Montana, 1967
Benjamin Clarke Randolph_____________________ Hockingport, Ohio
B.S., Ohio University, Athens, 1970
Lewis M. Roome-------------------------------------------------- Plano, Texas
B. of B.Ad., Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas, 1962
Homer Leon Rorie---------- ------------------------------- Amarillo, Texas
B.S., West Texas State University, Canyon, 1964
2David Guy Sheridan___________    Butte
B.S., University of Colorado, Boulder, 1971
Daniel James Simek------------------------------------Bensenville, Illinois
B.S., Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, 1970
Richard Moore Sutton------------------------- --- ____ Kenmore, New York
A. B., Grove City College, Pennsylvania, 1966
1John A. Tobia, Jr— ----------------------------------- Springfield, Virginia
B. A., Virginia Military Institute, Lexington, 1969
Phil Carraway Walton--------------------------------------- Miami, Florida
B.S., Florida Atlantic University, Boca Raton, 1968
McFerrin Anderson W hiteman-------------------  Nashville, Tennessee
B.A., Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia, 1970
Stanley A. W ilk-------------------------- ----------Methuen, Massachusetts
A. B., Merrimack College, North Andover, Massachusetts, 1965
Jack Noell Yetter, Jr----.-------------------------------- Racine, Wisconsin
B. S., Bradley University, Peoria, Illinois, 1970
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF EDUCATION
Dewey K. Allen..--------------------------------------------------- Kalispell
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
James Dale Anderson------------------------------ White Sulphur Springs
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1965
Susan Torrey Barber------------------------- ----------  Buffalo, New York
A. B., University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 1969
Jean S. Bardwell----------------------------------------------------- Missoula
B. S., Concordia College, Moorhead, Minnesota, 1965
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ED UCA TIO N — (Continued)
1Jeraldine Belgarde------------------------------------------------ W olf Point
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1971
1Dennis R. Bergo--------------------------------------- ----------- W olf Point
B.S., State Teachers College, Mayville, North Dakota, 1966
Thomas L. Black______________________■__________________ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
aFrancis W. Boisvert_____________________________________ Missoula
B.S., Northern Montana College, Havre, 1968
1 Christopher Delaine Boyle----------------------------------- Dalles, Oregon
B.A., Linfield College, McMinnvville, Oregon, 1959
3Zada B. Braun____________ .____________________________ Missoula
B.A. in Ed., University of Montana, 1961
Leslie James Cabot_______________________________________Missoula
B.A., Mankato State College, Minnesota, 1967
Elaine Gilham Clayborn------------------------------------------------Harlem
B.A., University of Montana, 1974
3Ed Compaan________________________________ iynden, Washington
B .A ; Western Washington College of Education, Bellingham, 1962
1Robert W. Cook______________________________ Springfield, Oregon
B.A., University of Montana, 1961
1Michael Angelo D ’Andrea__________________ Fort Macleod, Alberta
B. of Educ., University of Alberta, Edmonton, 1964
Cathryn Lynn Dupuis.—----- ----------------------------------------- Ronan
B.A., University of Montana, 1973
xKenneth V. Egan_____________________________________ Great Falls
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, Montana, 1949
1 Peter Gill___________________________________Beaverlodge, Alberta
B.Ed., University of Alberta, Edmonton, 1958 
B.S., University of Alberta, Edmonton, 1963
Patrick Head.— -_______________________________________Browning
B.S., University of Montana, 1971
1Edmund H. Herber____________________________ Camas, Washington
B.S., University of Montana, 1964
1Dale E. Huhtanen________________________________________Harrison
B.A., University of Montana, 1967
1James Edwards Jenkins------- ---- -------------------- Brookings, Oregon
B.S., University of Montana, 1957
3Barbara Jones-----------------------------------------------------------Helena
B.A., University of Montana, 1967
1Marjorie Kempner--------------------------------------------------- Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1961
3Ronald E. Kimmel_______________________________________ Ronan
B.A., University of Montana, 1968
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF EDUCATION —  (Continued)
Gillian J. Klawitter_______________________________________Missoula
B.S., Michigan State University, East Lansing, 1953
1Barbara Konesky_____________________________________ Great Falls
B.A., Seattle University, Washington, 1962
1Carl K. Lackey----------------------------------------- Green Bay, Wisconsin
B.S., Michigan State University, East Lansing, 1965
Lillian Mclver LaCroix___________________________________ Missoula
B.S., University of Montana, 1947
1 Jerry L. Lankford_________________________________________Dodson
B.S., Northern Montana College, Havre, 1971
1Lawrence R. Lehman____________________________________ Winifred
A. B., Carroll College, Helena, 1970
1Eldon Wayne Lehtola___________________________________ Missoula
B. A., University of Montana, 1968
Eugene J. Leonard______________________________________ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1965
1 Vicki D. Lockner--------------------------------------Santa Rosa, California
A. B., University of Redlands, California, 1964
1Joan M. McCracken_______________________________________ Poison
B. S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1951 
M.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1955
2Theodore T. McElhenney___________________________________ Butte
B.A., University of Montana, 1970
1John Roy Malec--------------------------------------Fort Macleod, Alberta
B.A., University of Montana, 1967
xRobert Hilton Moore II__________________________________ Kalispell
B.S., University of Nebraska, Lincoln, 1965
xFrancis Lewis M orris___________   Billings
B.S., University of Wyoming, Laramie, 1957 
B.A., University of Wyoming, Laramie, I960
XP. S. Nayar..--- ---------------------------------------Grand Prairie, Alberta
B.S., University of Travancore, India, 1948 
B. of teaching, University of Travancore, 1951
1Eugene A. Ostwald_________________________________________Circle
B.S., Eastern Montana College of Education, Billings, 1968
xAdina Roys Pagel--------------------------------------------------- Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
Deana McNabb Perez___________________________________ Browning
B.A., University of Montana, 1973
xCarolyn Ann Pfrimmer_________________________________Whitefish
B.S., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1956
xFred A. Proebstel_________________________________________ .Dixon
B.A., University of Montana, 1962
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ED U CA TIO N — (Continued)
1Michael F. Regan_________________________________________ Helena
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
'Twyla M. Rosenberger________________________ Guthrie Center, Iowa
B.A., Westmar College, LeMars, Iowa, 1964
2Danny Dean Rude____________________________________ *—Missoula
B.S., Western Montana College, Dillon, 1966
1Robert Jay Sauder_________ __________________________Pioneer, Ohio
B.A., Goshen College, Indiana, 1967
1 James Donald Schultz------------------------------- -------------------Poison
B.S., Eastern Montana College of Education, Billings, 1966
2Byron Dennis Schurg___________________________________ Missoula
B.S., San Jose State College, California, 1963 
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
William Dewey Skelton______________________ White Sulphur Springs
B.S., Eastern Montana College of Education, Billings, 1963
1Elizabeth P. Sonju_______________________________________ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1961
'Richard Edward Stasenko____________________Santa Rosa, California
B.S., Ohio State University, Columbus, 1966
'Sidney D. Sulser_________________________________________ Glasgow
B.S., Northern Montana College, Havre, 1960
June Bullshoe Tatsey___________________________________ Browning
B.S., Northern Montana College, Havre, 1972
'Thomas Alfred Taylor------------   Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1967
'Glenda M  Tinsley_____________________________________ Great Falls
B.A., Colorado College, Colorado Springs, 1952
'Morris R. Van Campen________________________________ Miles City
B.S., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1965
'Angelo N. Veroulis________________________________________Helena
B.A., University of Montana, 1962
'Rachel A. Vielleux___________________________________ Fort Benton
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
'Laurence Lang Waldron _ _____________________Yakima, Washington
B.A., Central Washington State College, Ellensburg, 1967
'Marion Rae Weldon_________________________________ ___ .Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1965
'Leonard Ray Wicks_____________________________________ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1970
'Mary Lee Wicks_______________________________________Livingston
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
'Eugene E. WiEiamson_________________Watford City, North Dakota
B.S., Moorhead State Teachers College, Minnesota, 1959
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF EDUCATION —  (Continued)
^Richard L. Wilmot.__________________ ________________ Great Falls
B.S., University of Montana, 1967
Malik M. Younus.---------------------------------------------------- Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF FINE ARTS
A RT
3Norris Kent Dalton----------------------------------- Waupun, Wisconsin
B.S., Wisconsin State University, Oshkosh, 1966
Beth Lo----------------------------------------------------------------- Missoula
B.G.S., University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 1971
2James R. Shrosbree___________________________________ Boise, Idaho
B.F.A., Boise State College, Idaho, 1971
Patrick James Zentz_____________________________________  Billings
A. B., Westmont College, Santa Barbara, California, 1969
CREATIVE W RITING
Richard Vail Atkinson___________________________________ Missnnla
B. A., University of Virginia, Charlottesville, 1961
Ella Vernon Downey____________________________________ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1966 
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
Andrew Grossbardt---------------------------------New York, New York
A. B., Brandeis University, Waltham, Massachusetts, 1972
David Wesley Lambert.------------------------------- Anaheim, California
B. A., California State College, Long Beach, 1971
David Fenton Long-------------------------------------------------- Missoula
B.A., Albion College, Michigan, 1970
M.A., Hartford Seminary Foundation, Connecticut, 1973
Michael McCormick------------------------------------  Fremont, Michigan
B.A., Michigan State University, East Lansing, 1972
George Manner--------------------------------------Baton Rouge, Louisiana
B.A., Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, 1971
Michael J. Poage---------------------------------- ---------------Greenough
A. B., Westmont College, Santa Barbara, California, 1967
Sam Dill Rosen------------------------------------------------------ Bozeman
B. A., University of California, Berkeley, 1948
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
CREATIVE W R IT IN G — (Continued)
Richard Eugene Rice-------------------------------------------------Missoula
B.S., University of New Hampshire, Durham, 1965 
M .S., Horace H. Rackham School of Graduate Studies, Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, 1967
Ann Elisabeth Weisman__________________________ Tulsa, Oklahoma
B.A., The University of Tulsa, Oklahoma, 1971
DRAMA
William Patrick Gillespie----------------------- ---------- -------------Butte
A.B., Carroll College, Helena, Montana, 1968
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF FORESTRY
1William John Milton, Jr-------------------------------------------- Missoula
A. B., Hamilton College, Clinton, New York, 1967
Dean Edward White----------------------------------------------------Clinton
B. S., University of Montana, 1972
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF 
INTERDISCIPLINARY STUDIES
Alec Kelly______________________________________________ Missoula
B.S., St. Cloud State College, Minnesota, 1963
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC
PERFORMANCE
Michael S. Leib-------------------------------------------------Flint, Michigan
B.A., Kalamazoo College, Michigan, 1970
2Anita Lynne Senkbeil__________________________________ Great Falls
B.M., Valparaiso University, Indiana, 1972
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC EDUCATION
SECONDARY SCHOOL CONDUCTING 
A N D  ADM INISTRATION
Frederick David Barthelmess_____________________________ Missoula
B.M.E., Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois, 1968
B orm an  Ronald Brunken___________________________ LeDuc, Alberta
B.M., University of Montana, 1964
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF RESOURCE 
ADMINISTRATION
John J. Eckes----_---------------------------------------- Oconto, Wisconsin
B.S., University of Wisconsin, Platteville, 1956
Abdul Rashid Tariq--------------------------------------Sahiwal, Pakistan
B.S., University of Peshawar, Pakistan, 1971 
M.F., University of Montana, 1968
John William Tippie----------------------------------------- Salina, Kansas
B.S., Texas Technological College, Lubbock, 1951
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF URBAN STUDIES
xSusan Entorf Lutzenhiser_________________________________ Denton
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
1Paul N. Spengler—  --------------------------------------------------Chicago
B.S., Bradley University, Peoria, Illinois, 1963
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
FOR TEACHERS OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
1William Charles Belknap------------------------------Duvall, Washington
B.A., University of Washington, Seattle, 1967
1Robert Craig Harting---------------------------------- Florissant, Missouri
B.S., University of Missouri, Columbia, 1966
3Francis G. Hodges----------------------------------------- Canton, Missouri
B.S., Northeast M issouri State Teachers College, Kirksville, 1967
Bernadette Ann Voras-------------- New Hyde Park, Long Island, N. Y.
B.S., Brentwood College, New York, I960
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS 
FOR TEACHERS OF ENGLISH
1Thomas Turner Demmons-------------------------------------------Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1966
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS 
FOR TEACHERS OF MATHEMATICS
1Loren Doyle Baugher________________________________Galt, Missouri
B.S., University of Missouri, Columbia, 1967
1Barry Nelson Bicksler____________________ -Pine Grove, Pennsylvania
B.S., Shippensburg State College, Pennsylvania, 1969
xCarol Hendon Born_____ ________ --------------------- Lander, Wyoming
B.A., Denison University, Granville, Ohio, 1959
1Margaret Mary Brennan____________________ Los Angeles, California
B.A., Mount St. Mary’s College, Los Angeles, California, 1969
1Thomas J. Gard___________________ _____ —- — Evergreen, Colorado
B.A., North Central College, Naperville, Illinois, 1965
xDavid A. Gilbertson______________________Plankinton, South Dakota
B.S., Northern State College, Aberdeen, South Dakota, 1969
1Leopoldo Charles Gonzales_________________ _______________Billings
B.S., Eastern Montana College of Education, Billings, 1965
xRoger V. Hirschman_____________________________________ Billings
B.A., Wayne State College, Nebraska, 1968
xJung Hi Hong__________ ---- ---------------------------------Seoul, Korea
B.S., Seoul National University, Korea, I960
xDerrel Lourens__________________________________ Orange City, Iowa
A. B., Dordt College, Sioux Center, Iowa, 1967
ijohn Gerard Meinke___________________________.Walton, New York
B. A., State University of New York at Buffalo, 1970
1Thomas O. Panaccione_________________________ Enfield, Connecticut
B.A., Clark University, Worcester, Massachusetts, 1968
1 Joann M. Plumpe___________________________ .Wyandotte, Michigan
B.S., Siena Heights College, Adrian, Michigan, 1969
1Melvin H. Nelson_________________ ___________  Douglas, Wyoming
B.A., University of Wyoming, Laramie, 1962
1Marvin A. Strom..— - ---------------------------------------------Great Falls
B.S., College of Great Falls, Montana, 1965
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS 
FOR TEACHERS OF M ATHEM ATICS— (Continued)
1Loyd Ronald Stroup_____ _______________________ Mason City, Iowa
B.A., State University of Iowa, Iowa City, 1964
3Donald E. Skinner-------------------------------------- Bativia, New York
B.S., State University College at Brockport, New York, 1966
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
BUSINESS ADM INISTRATION
2David G. Ciebien---- ---- --------------------------------Windsor, Ontario
B.S., University of Montana, 1968
R obert G. Dantic__________________________________________Laurel
B.A., University of Montana, 1955
3Arthur Hopkins Hudson__________________________________ Billings
B.A., University of Montana, 1961
2Philip Lincoln Wright, Jr________________________________ Missoula
A. B., Whitman College, Walla Walla, Washington, 1967
CHEMISTRY
Paul R. Bloom-------------------------------------------- Fridley, Minnesota
B. A., University of Montana, 1970 
M.A., University of Montana, 1972
2Arthur Walsh Carnrick____________________________ Lubbock, Texas
B.A., Texas Technological College, Lubbock, 1970
Larry J. Heilmann------------------------------------ Minot, North Dakota
B.S., North Dakota State University, Fargo, 1971
2Charles Richard Nelson______________________Titusville, New Jersey
B.S., North Carolina State University at Raleigh, 1970
Lola Mae Walsh--------------------------------------------- Chicago, Illinois
B.A., Monmouth College, Illinois, 1972
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
Robert William Denton_________________________________ Missoula
B.S., University of Montana, 1970
Ralph Edward Driear___________________________________ Kalispell
B.S., University of Montana, 1970
Edward C. Fite-------- ------------------------- Maple Valley, Washington
B.A., Central Washington State College, Ellensburg, 1970
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
ENVIRONM ENTAL STU D IES— (Continued)
Patricia June Howe_____________________________________ Hamilton
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1969
Larry D. Mitchell.________________________________________ Billings
B.S., University of Montana, 1971 
B.S., University of Montana, 1972
2Erik Ambrose Mollenhauer____________________ Pitman, New Jersey
B.A., Glassboro State College, New Jersey, 1971 
M.A., Glassboro State College, New Jersey, 1972
Douglas Leigh Person-------------------------------------------------Missoula
B.S., Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, 1969
Alan James Reynolds------------------------------------------------ Missoula
B.A., University of California, Santa Barbara, 1965
Jackson Benjamin Sosebee, Tr--------------------------------------- Missoula
B.S., Texas Technological College, Lubbock, 1969
Lawrence N. Uman-------------------------------------------------- Missoula
B.A., The American University, Washington, D. C., 1972
3Charles van Hook----------------------------------------------------- Missoula
B.S., Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, 1970
Laura Wunder________________________________Brooklyn, New York
B.A., State University of New York at Binghamton, 1971
FORESTRY
Oakford George Bain—.---------------------------------------------- Kalispell
B.S., University of Montana, 1972
William D. Caldwell______________________________________ Laurel
B.S., University of Montana, 1971
Carl E. Fiedler___________________________________________ Missoula
B.S., University of Montana, 1969
Gretchen Ann Merrill_________________________ Poynette, Wisconsin
B.A., Swarthmore College, Pennsylvania, 1972
1Carol Jo  Rushin__________________________.Virginia Beach, Virginia
B.A.. Radford College, Virginia, 1969
GEOLOGY
Richard L  Asher-------------------  Missoula
B.S., Indiana University, Bloomington, 1972
Thomas E. Bateridge-------------------------------------------------Missoula
B.S., Bloomsberg State College, Pennsylvania, 1969
Sigrid Asher-Bolinder____________________________________ Missoula
B.S., Indiana University, Bloomington, 1972
Thomas Scott Bryan___________________________LeMesa, California
B.S., San Diego State College, California, 1972
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
GEOLOGY —  (Continued)
James M. Calbeck_______________________________Moraga, California
B.S., California State College, Hayward, 1971
8Robert E. Derkey______________________________ Perham, Minnesota
B.A., University of Minnesota, Duluth, 1965
2Alan Richard Gensamer________________________Bolivar, New York
B.A., State University College, Cortland, New York, 1970
Richard Huntington H arris_________________________ Reno, Nevada
B.S., University of Nevada, Reno-Las Vegas, 1972
Robert G. Hawe_________________________________________Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1966
Timothy E. La Tour_____ ____________________ Ville Platte, Louisiana
B.S., Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, 1967
Peter Francis Mejstrick_____________________________________ Arlee
A. B., Bowdoin College, Brunswick, Maine, 1971
1K. Michael Nolan_________________________ Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
B. S., University of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1971
Roderick David W illiams________________________________Missoula
B.S., Bates College, Lewiston, Maine, 1971
HEALTH A N D  PHYSICAL EDUCATION
*Roy Paul Holman______ ____________________ Thunder Bay, Ontario
B. of Phys. Ed., University of Calgary, Alberta, 1971
Mark Kowack___________________________________________ Missoula
B.S., Illinois State University, Normal, 1973
2Bucky Allen Lorts_______________________________ Portland, Oregon
B.S., Pacific University, Forest Grove, Oregon, 1972
Rex William Thomson__________________Christchurch, NewZealand
Diploma, University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand, 1971
Edward Walkwitz_____________________ South Hadley, Massachusetts
B.S., Springfield College, Massachusetts, 1972
MICROBIOLOGY
*R. Kampfe Dickinson II_____________________ Syracuse, New York
B.S., The St. Laurence University, Canton, New York, 1971
2James Carl Hagen_______________________________ Lowell, Michigan
B.S., Michigan State University, East Lansing, 1972
Sen-Chi Lu-----------------------------Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of China
B.S., National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan, China, 1960
2M. Kay Luoma_________________________________________ Missoula
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1970
Stephen D. Peckinpaugh_________________________________Florence




Shah Nawaz Malik_______________________________ Multan, Pakistan
B.S., University of the Punjab, Lahore, West Pakistan, 1961 




B.S., University of Montana, 1958
Howard L. Dickey___________________________________ -—  Missoula
B.A., University of Iowa, Iowa City, 1963
James C. Schlegel________________________________________ Missoula
B.S., Dickinson State College, North Dakota, 1971
RESOURCE CONSERVATION
Stephanie A. Gibert______________________________ Gallipolis, Ohio
B.S., Miami University, Oxford, Ohio, 1970
Salah Eldin A ’Rhman Hakim______________________Khartoum, Sudan
B.S., University of Khartoum, Sudan, 1968
3Leo Robert Neville-____________   Missoula
B.S., University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 1969
Christopher Marsh Roholt-____________________ Amherst, New York
B.A., University of Montana, 1968
1David S. Shea_______________________________Red Wing, Minnesota
B.S., University of Montana, 1970
John W. Williams____________________________ Rushville, Nebraska
B.S., University of Montana, 1971
W ILDLIFE BIOLOGY
Joseph R. Bohne_______________________________________ Missoula
B.S., University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 1970
Douglas Hunt Chadwick______________________Spokane, Washington
B.S., University of Washington, Seattle, 1970
Je ffrey  William Denton__ ____________________________ Deer Lodge
B.S., University of Montana, 1971
2John W. Matthews_________________ ____ __North Bend, Washington
B.S., Washington State University, Pullman, 1967
Helmut Max Zahn_____________________________________  Missoula
B.S., University of Louisville, Kentucky, 1971
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS
ANTHROPOLOGY
Michael Randolph Beckes____________________________ Girard, Ohio
A. B., Youngstown State University, Ohio, 1972
2Harvey G. Carroll__________________________________________Libby
B. A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1968
Thomas L. Evascu________________________ Glenshaw, Pennsylvania
B.A., Wayneshurg College, Pennsylvania, 1970
Thomas William Haberman_____________________ Ballwin, Missouri
A. B., University of Missouri, Columbia, 1970
James D. Keyser__________________________________________ Ronan
B. A., University of Montana, 1972
David Duane Thompson_______________ ______ .Velva, North Dakota
B.A., University of North Dakota, Grand Porks, 1972
1Linda Catherine W ard___________________________________ Hysham
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
ART
Marcia Burn Challacombe___________________ Los Angeles, California
A. B., University of California, Berkeley, 1971
2Phillip Martin N avasya_______________ _ _____ Old Oraibi, Arizona
B. A., Fresno State College, California, 1971
3Pamela Sacher_________________________________Youngstown, Ohio
B.F.A., Cleveland Institute of Art, Ohio, 1972
BOTANY
Jeffrey Arthur Hart________ ______________________________Florence
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
DRAMA
Gay Fisher Blize_________________________________________Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1967
ECONOMICS
2Terry Jacob Cestnik_______________________________ Columbia Falls
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
William Floyd Long ______ Missoula




Mark Leigh Amdahl---- ----------------------------------------------- Billings
B.A., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1972
3Patricia Fry Condon_______________________________________ Hardin
B.A., University of Montana, 1965
Patricia I. England_______________________________________Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
2Bari Lynn Bertelson Gilliard______________________________ Billings
B.A., University of Montana, 1964
Adele Grant Haakenstad_____________________  Fargo, North Dakota
B.A., University of Washington, Seattle, 1962
xLinda Frances Fuller Henry________________________  Whitefish
B.A., University of Montana, 1964
1David James Murphy-------------------------------------------------- Poison
B.A., University of Denver, Colorado, 1965
2Alan Joseph N aslund____________________________________ Chinook
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
Joanne Adrienne Charbonneau Rice-----------------------------  Missoula
B.A., University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 1972
FRENCH
Ju d ith  Ann George-------------------------------------------------- Missoula
B.A., Seattle University, Washington, 1963
xPaul W. Hamon__________________________ Bismarck, North Dakota
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, Montana, 1969
GEOGRAPHY
1David H. Hickcox____________________________ _________ Missoula
B A ., University of Colorado, Boulder, 1968
2Anthony Lewis Murgatroyd________________________ Leeds, England
B.SC., Hendon College of Technology, London, England, 1972
GEOLOGY
Raymond Edward Flood, Jr________________________ Reno, Nevada
B.S., University of Nevada, Reno, 1968
GUIDANCE A N D  COUNSELING
1Joe Yazzie Begay__________________-_________ Ramah, New Mexico
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
Edna J. Bennett________________________________________ Missoula
B.S., Idaho State University, Pocatello, 1957
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
GUIDANCE A N D  CO UNSELING— (Continued)
Arnold Binion, Jr ---------------------------------------Seattle, Washington
B.A., Western Washington State College, Bellingham, 1970
3LeIia Brown---------------------------------------------- Hartwell, Georgia
B.S., University of Montana, 1971
2Richard D. Fitzgerald__M ______________________________ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1972
*Harry P. Goldman_______________________________________Missoula
A. B., University of Illinois, Urhana, 1967
‘Georganna Schara Green____________________________________ Butte
B. A., University of Montana, 1972
Paricia Ann Nolley_____________________________________Miles City
B.A., University of Montana, 1969
1Gerald David Slater_____________________________________ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1972
Dean Duncan Yould------------------------- Corona Del Mar, California
B.A., San Jose State College, California, 1969
HISTORY
'Philip Lawrence D riscoll__________________________________ Charlo
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, Montana, 1967
8Ralph Thomas Fulton__________________________________ Harlowton
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
Steven Lenchner------------ ----- -----------------Springfield, New Jersey
B.A., Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee, 1972
Teresa Mary Gay Olcott_______   Rilling*
B.A., University of Montana, 1972
Thomas Ores Reese__________ ___________________________ Alberton
B.S., College of Great Falls, Montana, 1958
David C. Shetler------------------------------------------- Chillicothe, Ohio
B.A., Carleton College, Northfield, Minnesota, 1970
*Linda Lou Stevenson_____________________   Missoula
B.A., Reed College, Portland, Oregon, 1970
1Gary D. Williams_________________________________________ Butte
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
MATHEMATICS
Steven Edward Anacker__________________________________ Bozeman
B.A., University of Oregon, Eugene, 1970
1Kathleen Perry Beall---------------------- ---------- Kansas City, Missouri
B.S., University of Missouri at Kansas City, 1969
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
MATHEMATICS —  (Continued)
ipaul W. Bennett___________________________ Farmingdale, New York
B.E.E., Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, 1963 
M .S., Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, 1964
3Javed Akhtar Chima_____________________________ Lahore, Pakistan
B.A., University of the Panjab, Lahore, Pakistan, 1965 
M.A., University of the Panjab, Lahore, Pakistan, 1966
2Stephen R. Colberg_____________________________ Denver, Colorado
B.S., University of Idaho, Moscow, 1961
2Robert Eugene LeFever_______________________ Butte
B.S., Montana College of Mineral Science and Technology 
Butte, 1971
1David Edward Mandel---------------------------------------------- Sherwood, Oregon
B.S., Portland State College, Oregon, 1971
2Nancy Louise Mandel____________________________________ Portland, Oregon
B.S., Portland State College, Oregon, 1971
Dale Eugene Mueller_______________________________________Havre
B.S., Northern Montana College, Havre, 1972
MUSIC
John Pranulis____________________________________ __ — -Missoula
B. of Music, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 1971
PHILOSOPHY
Marshall L. Griffith____________________ Colorado Springs, Colorado
B.A., Colorado College, Colorado Springs, 1971
PHYSICS
2Chester Shepard________________________________________Anaconda
B.A., University of Montana, 1970
POLITICAL SCIENCE
Charles Arthur Brooke________________________  Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1970
Dennis Michael Daley________________________________ Great Falls
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1972
2Jean H. Ellison_______    Stevensville
B.A., University of Montana, 1970
1David Kreider__________________________________________ Missoula
B.A., Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana, 1971
David Ellerton Wanzenried_______________________________ Missoula




Sanford Lee Chertock ----..----------------------------St. Louis, Missouri
B.A., Ohio State University, Columbus, 1971
3J. William Cook______________________________________  Butte
B.A., Carroll College, Helena, Montana, 1970
3George Howard Davol------------------------------- .Martinez, California
A. B., Humboldt State College, Areata, California, 1971
Frederick Ralph Keller, Jr ------------------------------------------ Missoula
B. S., University of Utah, Salt Lake City, 1968 
B.S., University of Utah, Salt Lake City, 1968
Barbara Jo  Lubrecht______________________________________ M iwm la
B.A., University of Montana, 1962
Michael Francis O Connell--------------------------------Detroit, Michigan
B.S., University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 1970
John Peyton Pettus ----- ----------------------------San Diego, California
B.A., University of San Diego College for Men, California, 1971
Stuart E. Putnam, Jr ---------------------------------------------------Missoula
B.S., Washington State University, Pullman, 1968
Soren K. Svanum---------------------------------- San Francisco, California
B A., San Francisco State College, California, 1971
3William Dee Woolston____________________________________ Billings
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1970
SOCIOLOGY
1 Audrey J. Atkinson__________________
B A., University of Montana, 1971
Jane Catherine Canton_______________
B A., University of Montana, 1971
Loren Harrison______________________
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
SPANISH
2Teri Lei Athearn----------------------------------------------- West Glacier
j  B.A., University of the Americas, Mexico D .F., Mexico, 1971
Sister Rosita Emilia Domingo.— .... .... -----  Laoag City, Philippines
B.S., Divine Word College of Laoag, St. W illiams College,
Philippines, 1953
B.A., Seattle University, Washington. 1964
Eileen Joy Driscoll..--- -----------------------------------------------  Billings
A. B., Carroll College, Helena, Montana, 1965
Rutger Arn van Houten_________________________________ Missoula
B. A., University of Montana, 1969
Fergus G. Mitchell, J r . ...—  ----------------------------- ---- ...Great FaUs







Robert Edward G e is------------    Missoula
B.S., Central Michigan University, Mount Pleasant, 1972
Phillip M. Lerner________________________________ Providence, R. I.
B.S., Emerson College, Boston, Massachusetts, 1971
Sean E. Mahar_______________ ___________________ -Tr°y> New York
B.A., Siena College, Loudonville, New York, 1971
1 Ajan Christopher Roberts-------------------------------------------Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1970
Randall A. Rose--------------------    Billings
B.A., Eastern Montana College, Billings, 1971 _ _
1Jerry Leo Rubier____________________________ Vista, California
B.S., Pacific University, Forest Grove, Oregon, 1963
Jeanne M. Tognetti-------------------------------------------------- Lewiston
B.A., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1972
SPEECH PATHOLOGY A N D  AUDIOLOGY
2Ann Elizabeth Bowden------------------ --------------------------- Missoula
B.A., York University, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, 1971
Joan Dee Cantieri--------------------------------------------- Coining, Iowa
B.S., University of Iowa, Iowa City, 1972
xEthel Cheng-Hsin Chang_______________________Oakland, California
A. B., University of California, Berkeley, 1970
M ichael A. Kiely________________________________________ Helena
B. A., University of Montana, 1972
1Mary Patricia Sullivan LaForest--------------------------    Butte
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
Marsha Stokke Lowe----------------------------------------------- Anaconda
B.A., University of Montana, 1972
1Marion Ilse Lund----------------------------------------------------- Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1971
Caroline Massarotto------------------------------------- ;—Calgary, Alberta
Bachelors Degree, University of Queensland, Australia, 1968
Thomas M. Morris-------------------------------------------------Anaconda
A. B., Carroll College, Helena, Montana, 1966
Jan ice  Driscoll Nugent-----------  Butte
B. A., University of Montana, 1971 .
1Susan Nelson Pier----------------- ------------------------ -----— Missoula
B.A., The University of Calgary, Alberta, Canada, 1970
Elizabeth Jane Solberg--------------------------------------------- Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1972
Catherine Beall Thorne---------------------------------------------Anaconda




Christopher Jam es Hunter—  -------------------------- Balboa, California
B.A., University of California, Santa Barbara, 1972
2Brian Murray Knudsen-------------------------------Winnipeg, Manitoba
B.S., University of Manitoba, W innipeg, Canada, 1969
3Gary Lee Reinitz------------------------------------------------------ Missoula
B.A., The University of Iowa, Iowa City, 1971
2Allen Newton Wiseley IV-_______________________________ Missoula
B.A ., University of Montana, 1969
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
ED UCATIO N
Sherman Andrew Beck_----------------------------------- Centerfield, Utah
B.S., Brigham  Young University, Provo, Utah, 1962 
M S., Brigham  Young University, Provo, Utah, 1967 
Dissertation: "The Ombudsman Concept in  H igher Education: 
Administrative Theory and Model B uild ing’
Royal T. Brown---------------------------------------- --- Anchorage, Alaska
B.A., B.A ., University of Montana, 1947,1947  
M.A., University of Montana, 1948 
Dissertation: Changing Roles and Responsibilities of the 
Elementary School Principal
1Edmund K. Colby_------------------------------------Mankato, Minnesota
B. of Music, University of Montana, 1955 
M.A., University of Montana, I960
Dissertation: A Study of the Impact of Media Technology on 
H igher Education and Preparation of a Management Model for 
the University of Montana
Ralph Arthur Downey__________________________________ Missoula
B.S., Lebanon Valley College, Pennsylvania, 1949 
M. of Music, University of Montana, 1965 
Dissertation: An Investigation of Community Music Leadership 
Involvement of Public School Music Teachers in Selected 
Rural Districts in Colorado
Robert Bergan Duncan________ _________________________ Missoula
B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1962 
M.Ed., Seattle University, W ashington, 1970 
Dissertation: The Acceleration of Word Recognition and its 
Effects on the Reading of Third Grade Students Who Perform  
at D ifferent Levels of Reading
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
EDUCATION —  (Continued)
2William Downing Easton._________________________ Albany, Georgia
B.S., Albany State College, Georgia, 1951
A. M., University of Northern Colorado, Greeley, I960  
Dissertation: Survey of the Characteristics of the Successful
Black Academic Deans in Predominantly Black Four-Year Colleges 
and Universities in the Southeastern United States 
iN ed Cecil Gannon________________________________ Viking, Alberta
B. of Educ., University of Alberta, Edmonton, 1966 
M.Ed., University of Montana, 1970 
Dissertation: A Study to Determine the Role of the
Alberta County and Divisional School Superintendent
2Lauren Hagge________________________ Mendota Heights, Minnesota
B.A., University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, 1946 
M.A., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1953 
Dissertation: "The Development of a Teacher Education Model
John Younger Jackson---------------------------------------------- Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1967
M.A., Glassboro State College, New Jersey, 1970
Dissertation: An Environmental Education Plan for Montana
Ronald Francis Johnson________________.Grand Forks, North Dakota
B.S., State Teachers College, St. Cloud, Minnesota, 1958 
M.A., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1967 
Dissertation: A Comparison Study of the Curriculum Needs 
for Library Science and Information Media Personnel With 
Special Emphasis on Nonprint Curriculum
Laurence R. Jones________ _____________________ Portland, Oregon
B.S., Portland State College, Oregon, 1957 
M.S., Oregon College of Education, Monmouth, 1960 
Dissertation: The Role Expectations of the Area Superintendent 
as Perceived by the Certificated Staff of the Public Schools 
of Portland, Oregon
1Chandrashekhar Joshi-------------------------------------------Poona, India
B.S., University of Poona, India, I960  
B.E., University of Poona, India, 1962 
M.E., University of Poona, India, 1963 
M.E., University of Montana, 1971
Dissertation: A Comparative Study of Certain Social-Emotional 
Characteristics of Students in Selected Open Space and 
Self-Contained Classroom Schools
* James Francis McLaughlin__________________ Ridgefield, Connecticut
B.S., Mount Saint Mary’s College, Emmitsburg, Maryland, 1964 
M.S., Southern Connecticut State College, New Haven, 1970 
Dissertation: Personality Correlates of M arijuana Use
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
ED U C A TIO N —  (Continued)
1Richard Ce iI iSfattson___________________________________ Lakeside
A. B., Colorado State College, Greeley, 1953 
A M ., Colorado State College, Greeley, 1954 
Dissertation: The Educational Preparation, Experience, and
Endorsement of Counselors Employed in the Public and 
Private Elementary, Junior High and Secondary Schools of 
Montana for the Academic Year 1970-71 
Virginia Eloise Maul fair-------------------------- Macungie, Pennsylvania
B. A., New England College, Henniker, New Hampshire, 1962 
M.A., Adams State College of Colorado, Alamosa, 1968 
Dissertation: A Study of Selected Personality Characteristics of
Runaways, Non-Runaways and Delinquent Non-Runaway Youths
John E. Melrose-_----------------------------------- Eau Claire, Wisconsin
B.S., Wisconsin State College, Eau Claire, 1968 
M .S., Wisconsin State University, Eau Claire, 1970 
Dissertation: The Effectiveness of Dictation Practice
2Gary Alan Morin__________________________________________Nashua
B.S., University of Montana, 1967 
M .E., University of Montana, 1970 
Dissertation: An Evaluation of the Educational Laboratory 
Experience (Educ. 201) at the University of Montana
“Roger Arden Ranta-------------------------------------------------Deer Lodge
B.S., University of Idaho, Moscow, 1957 
M.Ed., University of Idaho, Moscow, 1959 
Dissertation: A Survey of Problems Identified by Selected 
School Boards in the State of Montana
Kuldip Singh Riar----------------- |-------------------- Edmonton, Alberta
B. of Ed., University of Alberta, Edmonton, 1962 
M S., University of Montana, M issoula, 1970 
Dissertation: An Experimental Study in Teaching Typewriting 
by Using Better Combinations as Typed by Expert Typists
Kenneth Charles Sauer--------------------------------- Lethbridge, Alberta
B.A., B.E., University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, 1961, 1961 
M.E., University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon, 1966 
Dissertation: The Development of a Model for Evaluation by 
Establishing Goals for a School System
Leo L. Sherrodd------------------------------------------------Pompeys Pillar
B.S., Rocky Mountain College, Billings, 1957 
A M ., Colorado State College, Greeley, I960  
Dissertation: A Study of Relationships to Co curricular 
Activities Programs for Selected High Schools of Montana
Gary James Smith-----— ---------------------------------------------Missoula
B.A., Fairfield University, Connecticut, 1963 
M.A., Fairfield University, Connecticut, 1970 
Dissertation: An Examination of the Attainment of Number 
Concept Readiness by First Grade Pupils by Means of an 
Instrument Based on Piagetian Tasks
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
ED U CA TIO N —  (Continued)
2Mary T. Smith_________________________________ _____ - —Missoula
B.A., Albertus Magnus College, New Haven, Connecticut, 1965 
M.A., Fairfield University, Connecticut, 1970 
Dissertation: A Study of Secondary Reading Teachers and Reading 
Programs in the State of Montana
3Frank J. Sovka______ -________________________ Lethbridge, Alberta
B.A., B.A., University of Montana, 1964,1966  
M.E., University of Montana, 1969 
Dissertation: A Study of Instructional Aides in Montana 
Class I  School Districts
William Alvin Willavize--------------------------------- ---------- Missoula
B.S., Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, 1963 
M.A., Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, 1966 
Dissertation: Emerging Professionalism: A Study of the Role of 
Teachers and the Conflicting Role Expectations Between 
Teachers, Administrators, and Board Members in Selected 
Districts in Montana
John Francis Zaugra--------------------------------------Waukegan, Illinios
B.S., Southern Illinois University, Carhondale, 1963 
M.A., Roosevelt University, Chicago, Illinois, 1969 
Dissertation: "A Study of Selected Relationships Among Interests, 
Personality Traits,, and Values Between Student Teachers 
and Experienced Teachers.”
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
BO TANY
Robert Bruce Dwelle------------------------------------------------ Missoula
B.A., Carleton College, Northfield, Minnesota, 1970 
Dissertation: The Effects of Ionizing Radiation Upon the 
Senescence and Abscisson of Plant Tissue Explants
Roger Willis Ferenbaugh____________________ Kingsport, Tennessee
B.C.E., University of Virginia, Charlotteville, 1963 
M.S., Rice University, Houston, Texas, 1965 
Dissertation: Accumulation Effect of Sulfur Dioxide on
Vegetation ,
*David Harvey Firmage-------------------------------------------- Missoula
B.S., Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, 1967 
M.S., Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, 1969 
Dissertation: Nongenetic Variation in the Mmoterpenes
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
BOTANY —  ( Contnnued)
Lallan Giri-------------------------------------------------------Deoria, India
B.S., University of Gorakhpur, India, 1965
M.S., Banaras Hindu University, India, 1967
Dissertation: Characterization and Identification of Cactus Viruses
Laird Max Hartman___________________________________ Orem, Utah
B.S., Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, 1968 
M S., Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, 1970 
Dissertation: Fungal Flora of the Soil as Conditioned by 
Varying Concentrations of Heavy Metals
CHEMISTRY
2Robert Lee Clark_______________________________________ Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1962
Dissertation: Kinetics Study of Osmium Tetroxide Additions 
to Alkenes
2Samuel Reece Wendel--------------------------------- Midland, Michigan
B.S., University of Illinois, Urbana, 1966 
Dissertation: Syntheses Relating to 1-Sila Beta-lonone
FORESTRY
Robert C. B eall------------------------------------Traverse City, Michigan
B.S., University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, 1967 
M S., University of Montana, 1970
Dissertation: Winter Habitat Selection and Use by a Western 
Montana Elk Herd
Rick G. Kelsey--------------------------------------------------------Missoula
B.S., University of Montana, 1970
Dissertation: The Chemical Taxonomy of Montana Sage Brush
Phyllis Scudder Marsh_______ T___________________________Missoula
B.S., Indiana University, Bloomington, 1956 
A.M., Indiana University, Bloomington, 1958 
Dissertation: Sedimentation Rates in Sm all Headwaters 
Reservoirs in Montana
GEOLOGY
2Joseph J. B eall----------------------- ----- -------- Kansas City, Missouri
B.S., University of Missouri at Kansas City, 1969 
Dissertation: Mechanics of Intrusion and Petrochemical 
Evolution of the Adel Mountain Volcanics
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
GEOLOGY —  (Continued)
Benjamin Iresom Collins_______________ Littleton, New Hampshire
B.A., Windham College, Putney, Vermont, 1969 
A M ., Dartmouth College, Hanover, New Hampshire, 1971 
Dissertation: A Petrochemical Tool for the Evaluation of Tungsten 
Skarns in the Pioneer Mountains, Montana
Robert Wayne Lankston--------------------------------------------- Missoula
B.S., Indiana University, Bloomington, 1969
A. M., Indiana University, Bloomington, 1971 
Dissertation: A Geophysical Investigation of Groundwater
Aquifers in the Bitterroot Valley of Western Montana
Thomas F. Walker_________________________ Bremerton, Washington
B. A., University of Montana, 1962
M.A., University of North Dakota, Grand Porks, 1967 
Dissertation: Stratigraphy and Depositional Environments of the 
Morrison and Kootenai Formations in the Great Falls Area
HISTORY
Dale Lynn Johnson.— ----------------------------------------------Missoula
B.S., University of Montana, 1957 
M.A., University of Montana, 1965
Dissertation: Andrew B. Hammond: Education of a Capitalist 
on the Montana Frontier
2Donald MacMillan------------------------------ --- ----------------Missoula
B.A., University of Montana, 1958
B.A., The American Institute of Foreign Trade, Phoenix,
Arizona, I960
M .A., University of Montana, 1967
Dissertation: A ir and Water Degradation in Montana,
1860-1970
MATHEMATICS
1Edmund Peter Geyer________________________ McMinnville, Oregon
B.S., University of Washington, Seattle, I960
M.S., Western Washington State College, Bellingham, 1965
Dissertation: Cohomologies of Dynamical Systems
Susan Stamm Lenker_________________________________________Lolo
B.S., Danbury State College, Connecticut, 1969 
M.A., University of Colorado, Boulder, 1970 
Dissertation: Non-Standard Model Theoretic and Category 





M. Reza-ul Karim_______________ __________ Aberdeen, South Dakota
B.S., University of Karachi, Pakistan, 1962 
M.S., University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, 1966 
Dissertation: Immunity Engendered by BCG Vaccination 
Against Herpes Virus Hominis Type 2 Infection
Clayton Eugene Mead________________________ Spokane, Washington
B. A., Eastern Washington State College, Cheney, 1968 
M.S., Eastern Washington State College, Cheney, 1970 
Dissertation: A Study of the Factors Contributing to the 
Pathogenicity of Elytroderma deforman (W eir) Darker in 
Pinus ponderosa Law
Lloyd Leo Smrkovski___________________ Grand Meadow, Minnesota
B.S., Winona State College, Minnesota, 1966
Dissertation: Non-Specific Immunity to Visceral Leishmaniasis
PSYCHOLOGY
Dean G. Biesemeyer__________________________________-..Missoula
B.S., University of Montana, 1957 
M.A., University of Montana, I960
Dissertation: Agreement in Perception of Intentions in Dyadic 
Discussion
Edward J. Bitter_____________________ _______________ __ ...Missoula
B.A., University of Colorado, Boulder, 1965 
M.A., University of Montana, 1971
Dissertation: An Empirical Investigation of the Relationship 
Between Hypnosis and Transference
1Vicki D. Boyd____________________________ ___Huron, South Dakota
B.A., Huron College, South Dakota, 1963
A. M., University of South Dakota, Vermillion, 1966 
Dissertation: Investigation of Possible Behaviors Believed to be
Associated With Obesity
M ichael Lee Brown______ ____ ___ ___________________ Great Falls
B. A., College of Great Falls, Montana, 1965 
M.A., University of Montana, 1970
Dissertation: Model’s Behavior and Attraction Toward the 
Model as Determinants of Adult Aggressive Behavior in an 
Interpersonal Bargaining Paradigm
Arthur Charles Butler___________________________________ Missoula
B.S., University of Utah, Salt Lake City, 1967 
M.A., University of Montana, 1972 
Dissertation: Separation of the Effects of Pause vs. Run 
During Fixed Ratio Responding
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
PSYCHOLOGY —  (Continued)
William H. Costello III_____________________Medford, Massachusetts
B.A., Merrimack College, North Andover, Massachusetts, 1970 
M.A., University of Montana, 1972
Dissertation: The Effectiveness of Ritalin and Token Economy 
in Increasing Hyperkinetic Children’s Coloring Behavior
2David E. Cummins_____________________________________ Missoula
B.S., Ohio State University, Columbus, I960  
M .S., Ohio State University, Columbus, 1963 
Dissertation: Selectivity in Exposure to Information 
Concerning the Self
1Bertha H. Cunin________________ __ ___________ Bronx, New York
B.A., The City College of New York, New York, 1965
M.A., University of Montana, 1969
Dissertation: Modification of Problem-Solving Strategies
3Jim  F. Farnes__________________________________________ Worden
B.A., University of Montana, 1968 
M .A., University of Montana, 1970 
Dissertation: Resistance to Extinction of Skeletal Muscle 
Relaxation Achieved Under Electromyographic Feedback
1 Joyce M. Gale_________________________ ________________Missoula
B.A., Idaho State University, Pocatello, 1950 
M.A., M.A., University of Montana, 1969, 1971 
Dissertation: Further Validation of the Effective Causal Agent 
Personality Construct
Morton David Greenberger________________ San Francisco, California
B.A., University of California, Berkeley, 1950 
B.S., University of California, Berkeley, 1953 
M.A., San Francisco State College, California, 1971 
Dissertation: Client Process Study and Personality Variables
Ralph Dennis Greene_________________________ Seattle, Washington
A.B., Stanford University, California, 1963 
M.A., University of Montana, 1967
Dissertation: An Analysis of the Comprehension and Learning 
of Embedded and Ambiguous English Sentences
Louis S. Loeb____________________________________ - _____ Missoula
A.B., Temple University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, I960
A. M., Temple University, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1963 
Dissertation: The Relationships Between Self-Actualization,
Internal-External Locus of Control, Repressor-Sensitizer 
and Field Independence
Robert J. M cClurg___-__________________________________ Missoula
B. S., Ball State University, Muncie, Indiana, 1967 
M.A., Ball State University, Muncie, Indiana, 1968 
Dissertation: The Relationship Between Self-Esteem, A Token




PSYCHOLOGY —  (Continued)
John R. Painter___________________________________ Salem, Oregon
B.A., University of Oregon, Eugene, 1966 
M.A., University of Montana, 1973
Dissertation: Learning Configural Judgment Strategies through  
Polynomial Conjoint Measurement
Joseph Edward Peters_______________________ Spokane, Washington
A. B., Gonzaga University, Spokane, Washington, 1967 
M.S., Eastern Washington State College, Cheney, 1968 
Dissertation: th e  Effects of Locus of Control and tem porary
Affective States of the Benefactor on Altruism
Barry Lee Quinn_______________________________________- Missoula
B. S., Montana State University, Bozeman, 1969 
M.A., University of Montana, 1973
Dissertation: th e  Effects of Locus of Control, Defensiveness 
and Sex of the Aggressor Upon Hostile and Instrumental 
Verbal Aggression
James M. Read________________________________________ Potomac
A.B., Earlham College, Richmond, Indiana, 1967 
M.A., University of Montana, 1972
Dissertation: Self-Reinforcement and Response topography
Robert J. St. Marie_______________________Detorit Lakes, Minnesota
A.B., Gonzaga University, Spokane, Washington, 1967 
M.S., Saint Louis University, Missouri, 1969 
Dissertation: th e  Effects of Dogmatism and Effectance Arousal 
on the Attitude-Attraction Relationship
2James Merritt Shulman___________________  Pittsfield, Massachusetts
A. B., Cornell University, Ithaca, New York, 1967 
M.A., University of Montana, 1971
Dissertation: A Comparison of Behavioral Approaches in 
Developing Control of Overeating
1Gerald Ray Stoffer__ ___________________________________Missoula
B. S., Washington State University, Pullman, 1969 
M.A., University of Montana, 1971
Dissertation: Avoidance Learning Sets in Protein-Malnourished 
Rhesus Monkeys
Gerald Tarlow_________________ ___ ________Brentwood, California
B.A., University of California, Los Angeles, 1970 
M.A., Pepper dine University, Los Angeles, California, 1971 
Dissertation: The Relationship of Anxiety and Personality 
Variables to Blinking
Stephen Ted Tibbitts —____ ______________________ __ Moab, Utah
B.S., University of Utah, Salt Lake City, 1969
M.A., University of Montana, 1971
Dissertation: The Effects of Expectancy and Inconsistent




PSYCHOLOGY —  ( Continued )
2Larry Andrew W ise______________________ Moxee City, Washington
B.A., Central Washington State College, Ellenshurg, 1968 
M.A., University of Montana, 1972 
Dissertation: The Effects of Social Experience, Protein 
Deprivation, and Social Coalitions on Social Dominance 
of Rhesus Monkeys
Thomas Ralph Zentner.— -------------- -------------------------- Missoula
B.A., Wisconsin State College, Eau Claire, 1969
M.A., University of Montana, 1973
Dissertation: The Effects of Bihliotherapy on Self-Esteem
SOCIOLOGY
Dean Joseph Bowman--------------------------------------------- Clinton
B.S., Colorado State University, Fort Collins, 1962 
M .S., Colorado State University, Fort Collins, 1966 
Dissertation: Self-Learning and Person-Group Process in an 
Encounter Group Situation
1Robert Edward Clark------------------------------------------------ Missoula
B.A., Baylor University, Waco, Texas, 1967 
M.A., Baylor University, Waco, Texas, 1968 
Dissertation: On the Block: The Social Organization of Auctions
Lawrence Kielich--------- -------------------------- Milwaukee, Wisconsin
B.S., Wisconsin State College, Oshkosh, 1966 
M.A., University of Montana, 1971
Dissertation: Nominal and Perceptual Variables in the Social 
Sciences. The Case of Stress Theory and Research
ZOOLOGY
2Burr J . Betts___________________________________________ Missoula
B.S., Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana, 1967 
Dissertation: The Adaptiveness of the Social Organization of the 
Columbian Squirrel
2David H. Ellis________________________ Steamboat Springs, Colorado
B.S., Brigham Young University, Provo, Utah, 1969 
Dissertation: Behavior of the Golden Eagle: An Otogenic Study
2Roger D. Gambs_________________________ Whitewater, Wisconsin
B.S., University of Idaho, Moscow, 1963 
M .S., University of Idaho, Moscow, 1965 
Dissertation: An Analysis of Mobbing Behavior in the 
Black-Billed M agpie (Pica pica)
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES
Graduate Degrees
ZOOLOGY —  (Continued)
David Stafford Potter______________________Leicester, Massachusetts
B.S., Union College, Schenectady, New York, 1968 
M.A., University of Montana, 1970
Dissertation: The Zooplankton of Flathead Lake: An Historical 




THE DEGREE OF HUMANE LETTERS
The candidate will be presented by 
Richard G. Landini 
Academic Vice President
Lowndes Maury Butte, Montana
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF LAWS
The candidate will be presented by 
Richard G. Landini 
Academic Vice President
Edna Rankin McKinnon___________ .____________ Missoula, Montana
THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF SCIENCE
The candidate will be presented by 
Richard G. Landini 
Academic Vice President
William R. (Bud) Moore Florence, Montana
CANDIDATES FOR COMMISSIONS
COMMISSIONS, SECOND LIEUTENANTS 
UNITED STATES ARMY
1 William L. Burns 
3Bill J. Capps 
2James E .Clavadetscher 
1 James E. Darden 
2Andrew G. Grande
Distinguished Military Graduate 
2Glen A. Henderson
Distinguished Military Graduate 
4Larry W. J  inkins
Distinguished Military Graduate 
3Michael E. Lawlor 
2Robert J. Malkemes
Distinguished Military Graduate 
^Robert A. Meldahl 
3Daniel M. Quinn
Distinguished Military Graduate 
4Dennis L. Muzzana 
4Marc F. Racicot 
2Ned R. Ross 
2Edward J. Sittler
Distinguished Military Graduate 
xDale T. Waniata
'Commission granted as of August 17, 1973 
’Commission granted as of December 14, 1973 
’Commission granted as of March 15, 1974 
‘Commission granted as of June 7, 1974
CANDIDATES FOR COMMISSIONS
COMMISSIONS, SECOND LIEUTENANTS 
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
4Ronald C. Brown 
2Lyie A. Brunner 
4Thomas J. Collins 
3Eugene G. Culp 
4William R. Darling 
4Walter G. Davidson
Distinguished AFROTC Graduate 
4Martin D. Giere
Distinguished AFROTC Graduate 
4Mark L. Guenthner 
4Kenneth R. Hanson 
4Keith E. Haugo 
4Darrell D. Johnson 
4Keith D. Kerbel 
4David A. Koski 
2Richard L. Riggleman 
4Donald M. Russell
Distinguished AFROTC Graduate 
3Glenn R. Smith 
4David A. Waling
Commission granted as of August 17, 1973 
Commission granted as of December 14, 1973 
Commission granted as of March 15, 1974 
Commission granted as of June 7, 1974
AWARDS AND PRIZES
Aber Memorial Awards (Speech)
Carl E. Rostad, Martinsdale, Montana 
Christian D. Tweeten, Havre, Montana 
Amanda Rosenberg, Anaconda, Montana 
Richard F. Ecke, Helena, Montana
Federal Government Accounting Association Award 
Donald Morton, Billings, Montana
John P. Acher Memorial Award
Charles W. Schuyler, Billings, Montana
Alpha Delta Kappa Award (Education)
Christine Barrow, Chinook, Montana
Alpha Delta Kappa Kathryn Jones Award (Education) 
Gretchen Rooney, Missoula, Montana
American Chemical Society Undergraduate Award in
Analytical Chemistry
Michael J. Sully, Castro Valley, California
The American Foundation for Pharmaceutical Education
Scholarships
Wendy J. Beaudry, Arlee, Montana 
Michele M. Leary, Butte, Montana 
Scott R. Wilson, Plenty wood, Montana
The American Law Book Company Awards 
J. Martin Burke, Missoula, Montana 
Charles R  Ranney, Kalispell, Montana
Emmett C. Angland Memorial Award (Law)
James C. Bartlett, Whitefish, Montana 
Jack L. Green II, Missoula, Montana
Mile. Louise G. Arnoldson, Docteur es Lettres de 1’Universite de
Paris, Memorial Award in French (Outstanding
Undergraduate)
Lucy Evans, Missoula, Montana
AWARDS AND PRIZES
Women’s Club Art Scholarships
Robert A. Davis, Clatskanie, Oregon 
Walter W. Lab, Modesto, California 
Corbin V. Skinner, Billings, Montana 
Cathy J. Smith, Cut Bank, Montana 
Dennis W. Smith, Fowler, Indiana 
Gregg J. Luginbuhl, Madison, Wisconsin 
George Milne, Brentwood, Tennessee 
James W. Schermele, Great Falls, Montana
Bancroft-Whitney Award (Law)
Gary G. Broeder, Kalispell, Montana 
Don MacDonald, Missoula, Montana
Edward E. Bennett Memorial Scholarship (History) 
Nicolette Saint-Paul Michel, Missoula, Montana
Beta Alpha Psi Award
Fred Hall, Missoula, Montana
E. L. Bonner Scholarship
Linda L. Starr, Great Falls, Montana
W. F. Book Award (Psychology)
William J. Koch, Augusta, Montana 
Dan M. Mungas, Philipsburg, Montana
Bristol Award (Pharmacy)
Marjorie J. Weathermon, Laurel, Montana
Roger Buckhahn Memorial Award (Forestry)
Ed Kowachek, Chicago, Illinois
Olaf J. Bue Memorial Award (Journalism)
Stephen D. Shirley, Eureka, Montana
Jane Buttrey Memorial Scholarships in Humanities and
Social Sciences
Jewel R. Madar, Missoula, Montana 
Keith A. Maristuen, Malta, Montana 
Teresa M. Sweeney, Great Falls, Montana 
Mary Jo  Zygmond, Havre, Montana
AWARDS AND PRIZES
Cable Television ETV Award
Lynne Fleming Larson, Missoula, Montana
Chemistry Alumni—Faculty Award
Anthony J. Rollin, Missoula, Montana
Edward Chinske Memorial Award (Golf)
John Mahoney, Miles City, Montana
Sidney J. Coffee Scholarships (Pharmacy)
Larry A. Larson, Cut Bank, Montana 
Ivan H. Kays, Cut Bank, Montana 
Ping W ing Kam, Hong Kong
Connie R. Craney Award (Radio & TV)
Joseph K. Stark, Valier, Montana
Edward A. Cremer III Environmental Law Award 
Stanley P. Bradshaw, Martinez, California
John Crowder Memorial Scholarship (Music)
Judson Billings, Billings, Montana
John W. Dargavel Scholarship (Pharmacy)
Kimberly Sue Brodie, Missoula, Montana
Daughters of the American Colonists Award (History) 
Frank E. Brettholle, Carnegie, Pennsylvania
Davis Brothers Scholarship (Pharmacy)
Richard L. Harreld, Springfield, Missouri
E. S. Davis Award (Speech Pathology and Audiology) 
Deborah Ann Manovich, Butte, Montana 
Jeanne Sue Richmond, Hayden Lake, Idaho
Debate and Oratory Award (Speech Communication) 
Amanda Rosenberg, Anaconda, Montana 
Christian D. Tweeten, Havre, Montana 
David E. Fjosee, Havre, Montana
AWARDS AND PRIZES
Dean’s Award to Outstanding AFIT Student 
Kent Myer, San Antonio, Texas
Dillon Award (Football)
Robert Smith, Pasco, Washington
The Dragstedt Award (Basketball)
Ken McKenzie, Port Coquitlan, British Columbia
Dufresne Foundation Scholarship
Roxane Ledbetter, Great Falls, Montana
Duniway Book Award (Psychology)
Gerald Lundgren, Kalispell, Montana
Donald R. Durgin Memorial Award (Radio & TV) 
Donald Oylear, Missoula, Montana
John Eaheart Memorial Award (Basketball)
Robin Selvig, Outlook, Montana
Estwing Award (Geology)
Elmer W. Palmer, Missoula, Montana
The Fergus-Romunstad Scholarship (Music) 
Rhonda Jones, Cut Bank, Montana
Forestry Alumni Memorial Awards
Robert T. Kennedy, Oakland, California 
Henry Timm, Oakland, New Jersey
Forestry Club Loan Fund Scholarships
David L. Erickson, Worthington, Minnesota 
Janet Lemcke, Antioch, Illinois 
Paula J. Smith, Pomona, California 
Stephen Paul Weaver, Loudonville, California 
Tom Wilke, Ballston Lake, New York
AWARDS AND PRIZES
Fox Scholarships 74-75
Lois C. Arp, Ronan, Montana
Allan J. Baldwin, Missoula, Montana
Cathy Brown, Poplar, Montana
Robin L. Bulman, Missoula, Montana
Greg Chalfant, Great Falls, Montana
John Chesarek, Billings, Montana
Virginia Darrah, Helena, Montana
Kenneth Egan, Great Falls, Montana
Merri Ann Furlong, Great Falls, Montana
Janice Gordon, Miles City, Montana
Joan E. Gross, Kalispell, Montana
Edith Guenther, Great Falls, Montana
David Hoff, Lewistown, Montana
Belle M. Houseman, Missoula, Montana
William J. Lannan, Helena, Montana
Michael G. Lee, Sun River, Montana
Kay Lesar, Missoula, Montana
David Maier, Butte, Montana
Sheryl McCall, Billings, Montana
Bruce K. Miewald, Missoula, Montana
Kelly Ann Roberts, Kalispell, Montana
Mari M. Roderick, St. Ignatius, Montana
Kathleen M. Sieben, Missoula, Montana
Tana M. Sparks, Missoula, Montana
Craig Stepfan, Billings, Montana
Diane Williams, Billings, Montana
Gerald A. Zieg, White Sulphur Springs, Montana
The Dale and Roberta Frank Scholarship (Music)
Terry Larsen, Fort Benton, Montana
French Award in Honor of Professor Rudolph O. Hoffman 
(Outstanding Graduate)
Charlene Matejovsky, W olf Point, Montana
French Consul’s Book Award (Foreign Language)
Becky Goodman, Missoula, Montana
Marjorie Frost Scholarship
Patricia A. Boyle, Great Falls, Montana 
Lori E. Ludwig, Rudyard, Montana 
Margaret E. Moffatt, Sunburst, Montana 
Nancy B. Ritz, Harlowton, Montana
AWARDS AND PRIZES
Galusha, Higgins and Galusha Memorial Scholarship
(Business Administration)
Kenneth Clenin, Billings, Montana 
Kenneth Kiemele, Havre, Montana
James W. Gebhart Awards (Conservation)
R. Patrick Harrison, Missoula, Montana
John L. Hechtel, Westchester, Illinois
Jackson B. Sosebee, Jr., Colorado Springs, Colorado
Geography Faculty Award
John F. Barker, Missoula, Montana 
Donald R. Woodley, Missoula, Montana
Geology Faculty Award
Arnold G. Ostrander, Afton, Michigan
Sumner Gerard Scholarship
Penny L  Olind, Harrison, Montana
Great Falls Newspaper Guild Award
Cassandra S. Ewing, Helena, Montana
Karen Field-Green Memorial Award 
Louise Grant, Missoula, Montana
Hammond Scholarship Fund
Beth Busch, Seeley Lake, Montana 
Becki Collins, Great Falls, Montana 
Leslie Cook, Billings, Montana 
Margaret Davis, Missoula, Montana 
Rhonda Eidsness, Reserve, Montana 
Erick Erickson, Billings, Montana 
Kim  Erickson, Havre, Montana 
Tara Ann Gallagher, Missoula, Montana 
Vicki A. Johnson, Phillipsburg, Montana 
Kevin Kelly, Plains, Montana 
William B. Kirley, Townsend, Montana 
James P. Lucas, Miles City, Montana 
Clifford Martin, Butte, Montana 
Trudi J. Mathews, Helena, Montana 
Stephen R. Maxwell, Missoula, Montana
AWARDS AND PRIZES
HAMMOND SCHOLARSHIP F U N D — (Continued)
Gerald R. Miller, Anaconda, Montana 
Leslie A. Muir, Billings, Montana 
Sarah Shannon, Missoula, Montana 
Nadine M. Staples, Gilford, Montana 
Rebecca Tribe, Missoula, Montana 
David A. Twedt, Rudyard, Montana
Donald Gute Scholarship
Deane M. Bell, Bridger, Montana
Haskins and Sells Foundation, Inc. Scholarship
(Business Administration)
Cindy Gustafson, Billings, Montana
Haynes Scholarship Fund
Mark A. Haugen, Lewistown, Montana 
Barbara Koostra, Missoula, Montana 
Carolyn Make, Cut Bank, Montana 
Debbie McElroy, Great Falls, Montana 
Raymond S. Miller, Missoula, Montana 
Margaret Morrison, Big Timber, Montana 
Darcy Y. Morger, Fort Benton, Montana 
Connie Neighbors, Missoula, Montana 
Lynelle M. Rolfe, Hamilton, Montana 
Teresa Zimmerer, Billings, Montana
Health Aid Scholarship Award (Physical Therapy) 
William Charles Healey, Deer Lodge, Montana
Golden Helmet Award (Football)
Sylvester Hardy, Monrovia, California
The Rosslene A. and Donald M. Hetler Memorial Award
(Chemistry)
Kelly G. Tatchell, Helena, Montana
Marie Holder Scholarship
Barbara Mitzus, Missoula, Montana
AWARDS AND PRIZES
Home Economics Faculty Awards 
Janet Cory, Missoula, Montana 
Debbie Cunningham, Hysham, Montana 
Nancy Haugen, Missoula, Montana 
Janice Munsell, Miles City, Montana 
Patricia Todorovich, Anaconda, Montana
The Herbert Inch Scholarship (Music)
Karen Cochran Smith, Missoula, Montana
The Intermountain Lumber Company Scholarship
(Business Administration)
Gordon Campbell, Great Falls, Montana
International Academy of Trial Lawyers 
Gary G. Broeder, Kalispell, Montana
Art Jette Memorial Award (Journalism)
Lorna K. Thackeray, Havre, Montana
Johnson & Johnson Mortar & Pestle Award (Pharmacy) 
Robert C. Kittams, Great Falls, Montana
Josie Award (Speech Pathology and Audiology)
Caroline Massarotto, Edmonton, Alberta
Kappa Psi Award
Richard E. Mohler, Martinsburg, West Virginia
Kappa Psi Scholarship Honors Certificate (Pharmacy) 
Klaus Hartman, Helena, Montana 
Ping W ing Kam, Hong Kong 
Larry Larson, Cut Bank, Montana 
Dana Scott Nafts, Billings, Montana
William G. Kohner Memorial Forestry Award 
Elizabeth Cherry, Tulsa, Oklahoma 
Thomas G. Daer, Lewistown, Montana
AWARDS AND PRIZES
Law Wives Award
Charles R. Ranney, Kalispell, Montana
School of Law Certificate of Excellence 
J. Martin Burke, Missoula, Montana 
Robert K. Strong, St. Ignatius, Montana 
Gary G. Broeder, Kalispell, Montana 
Jack L. Green II, Missoula, Montana 
George W. Huss, Miles City, Montana 
W. Bjarne Johnson, Great Falls, Montana 
Judson L. Temple, Bozeman, Montana
Lee Newspapers of Montana Award (Journalism) 
Paula M. Walker, Glen Ellyn, Illinois
Library Staff Association Award
Sandra Kay Halverson, Kalispell, Montana
Lilly Achievement Award (Pharmacy)
Janet L. Carl, Big Timber, Montana
Melvin and Myrtle Lord Award (Journalism) 
Kathryn D. Wilson, Missoula, Montana
Marathon Oil Company Scholarships (Geology) 
Craig J. Nelsen, Whitefish, Montana 
Neil C. Perkins, Florence, Montana 
Nancy L. Emerson, Lumberton, North Carolina
The George W. Martin Scholarship (Law)
J. Martin Burke, Missoula, Montana
Doris F. Merriam Scholarship Award 
Louise Grant, Missoula, Montana
Lulu L. Miles Scholarship
Kathy D. Danzer, Helena, Montana 
David F. Hiltner, Helena, Montana 
James N. Leik, Helena, Montana 
Polly J. Young, Helena, Montana
AWARDS AND PRIZES
The Justin Miller Award
Barry L. Hjort, Helena, Montana 
John F. Sullivan, Billings, Montana
Ronald E. Miller Memorial Award (Journalism)
Richard E. Landers, Lewistown, Montana 
Teresa Toomey, Lolo, Montana 
Peter A. Johnson, Helena, Montana 
Jeannie Young, Troy, Montana
Minneapolis Tribune Award (Journalism)
Larry W. Jones, Great Falls, Montana
Missoula Association of Big "I” Insurance Agents
Scholarship (Business Administration)
Bill Whalen, Billings, Montana
Missoula Chapter Society of CPAs 
Joni Kunkel, Billings, Montana
Missoula County Extension Homemaker Club Council
Scholarship
Eileen Gallagher, Missoula, Montana
The Missoula Mercantile Scholarship
(Business Administration)
Fred Hall, Missoula, Montana
Missoula Orthopedic Supply Award (Physical Therapy) 
Murray Joseph Sterling, Missoula, Montana
Missoula Board of Realtors (Business Administration) 
Debra Miller, Lewistown, Montana
Montana Bankers Association 25 Year Club Award 
Patricia Nelson, Billings, Montana
Montana Congress of Parents and Teachers 
Michael Hornick, Missoula, Montana
AWARDS AND PRIZES
Montana Education Association Award (Missoula County
Rural Teachers Unit)
Patricia Mulholland, Butte, Montana
Montana Education Association Award (Missoula
Elementary Unit)
Leslie Ann Smith, Mullan, Idaho
Montana Home Economics Association Scholarship 
Mary Jean Ohl, Hamilton, Montana
Montana Association of Journalism Directors Award 
Dennis L. Morin, Billings, Montana 
Christine E. Rubich, Billings, Montana 
Dee Ann Koehnke, Townsend, Montana
The Montana Power Company Scholarship
(Business Administration)
John O’Neill, Butte, Montana
The Montana Power Company Scholarship (Home Economics) 
Gwendolyn Grenager, Lolo, Montana
Montana Press Association Dean Stone Awards (Journalism) 
Richard R. Ecke, Helena, Montana 
Thomas J. Livers, Bellevue, Washington
Montana Real Estate Board Scholarship (Business
Administration )
Brian Regan, Townsend, Montana
The Montana Society of Certified Public Accountants Award 
Elaine Whaley, Missoula, Montana
Montana Stockgrowers Association Award (Journalism)
Carey E. Yunker, Mosby, Montana
AWARDS AND PRIZES
Montana Student Bar Outstanding Student Member
Award (Law)
David Cogley, Brusett, Montana
Montana Student Bar President’s Award (Law)
Lee Heiman, Jr., Billings, Montana
Guy Mooney Award (Journalism)
Sally A. Saunders, Billings, Montana
Mu Deuteron Association of Phi Sigma Kappa Scholarship 
Kirk Casavan, Torrance, California 
Leonard Ramsey, Missoula, Montana
Myrick-Hansen Award (Forestry)
David L. Remington, Helena, Montana
NBEA Professional Award in Business Education 
Katherine Brunell, Butte, Montana
Northwestern Bank and Union Trust Company Estate
Planning Award (Law)
J. Martin Burke, Missoula, Montana
Grace Crane Newman Award (Journalism)
Seena Mae Slaby, Havre, Montana
1904 Class Prize (Botany)
Jeffrey L. Koons, Lewistown, Montana
Order of Barristers
J. Martin Burke, Missoula, Montana 
Gerald B. Murphy, Billings, Montana 
William T. Wagner, Missoula, Montana
Laurence Perry Memorial Scholarship (Music)
Riscilla Bergen, Dutton, Montana
AWARDS AND PRIZES
Pharmacy Faculty Award
Jeffrey Addington, Miles City, Montana 
Timothy J. Downey, Butte, Montana 
James J. Downey, Butte, Montana 
Alan Lightner, Conrad, Montana 
Jack H. Snyder, Billings, Montana
Phi Delta Phi Award (Law)
J. Martin Burke, Missoula, Montana
Phi Kappa Phi Outstanding Senior Award 
Gregory M. Pritchard, Cut Bank, Montana
Phi Sigma Scholarship Award (Biological Sciences)
Margaret Theresa Boylan, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
The Plum Creek Lumber Company Scholarship
(Business Administration)
Kathy Beller, Kalispell, Montana
Prentice-Hall Tax Award (Law)
Judson L. Temple, Bozeman, Montana
Presser Foundation Scholarships (Music)
Judson Billings, Billings, Montana 
Susan Early, Broadus, Montana
Professional Achievement in Physical Therapy 
Charles Alfred Demander, Evanston, Wyoming 
Kay Frances Lakey, Chester, Montana
Prudential Federal Savings and Loan Association Scholarship 
Robert Ohman, Anaconda, Montana
Quesenberry Memorial Award (Forestry)
Lawrence R. Stimac, Great Falls, Montana
Olive M. Rector Memorial Scholarship 
Shoron Rose Nickol, Conrad, Montana
AWARDS AND PRIZES
Rexall Trophy (Pharmacy)
Dana Scott Nafts, Billings, Montana
Rocky Mountain Mineral Law Foundation Award 
James M. Kaze, Miles City, Montana
O. R. Rubie Foundation (Charitable Arm of Bancorporation
of Montana) Scholarship (Business Administration)
Kathy Ashmore, Havre, Montana 
Lorelei Hafner, Billings, Montana
J. H. T. Ryman Fellowship
Barbara J. Burke, Bethlehem, Pennsylvania
Scribes Award (Law)
Robert K. Strong, St. Ignatius, Montana
Joseph Warren Severy Award (Botany)
Jeffrey A. Hart, Marysville, California
Ann Forssen Smith Scholarship (Music)
Jenanne Solberg, Missoula, Montana
DeLoss Smith Memorial Scholarship (Music)
Jacqueline Putnam, Billings, Montana
Florence Smith Award (Music)
Anita Oberhoffer Bailey, Miles City, Montana
Snyder-Perry-Coyle Scholarship
Bradley Shepherd, Baker, Montana 
Kyle J. Beach, Missoula, Montana 
Richard W. Beach, Missoula, Montana
Dean Thomas C. Spaulding Memorial Award (Forestry)
Alan Goldin, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
Speech Communication Faculty Awards 
Valori M. Schultz, Drummond, Montana 
Carrol J. Click, Missoula, Montana
AWARDS AND PRIZES
Teel Memorial Scholarship (Music)
Elaine Madsen, Soldotna, Alaska
Tenneco Oil Company Scholarships (Geology)
Edward C. Gensler, Missoula, Montana 
Patrick A. Jackson, Port Byron, Illinois 
Michael J. Patterson, Denton, Montana
Silas R. Thompson, Jr., Memorial Scholarship (Forestry)
Phil R. Sjoding, Tacoma, Washington
Upjohn Achievement Award (Pharmacy)
Marjorie J. Weathermon, Laurel, Montana
U.S. Army ROTC Scholarships
Ralph E. Atchley, Pablo, Montana 
Neil A. Brill, Elyria, Ohio 
David F. Evans, Panama City, Florida 
Michael J. Hanson, W olf Point, Montana 
Douglas D. Harris, Missoula, Montana 
Rick D. Johnson, Billings, Montana 
Arthur S. Kron, Lakewood, Colorado 
Kenneth J. Latsch, Butte, Montana 
Steven H. Munkeby, Englevale, North Dakota 
John J. Ogle, Great Falls, Montana 
Douglas F. Phillip, Missoula, Montana 
William R. Schottelkorb, Missoula, Montana 
William V. Spackman, Drummond, Montana 
Richard A. Staufer, Miller, South Dakota 
David N. Wheat, Helena, Montana 
Donn R. Wright, Highland, Indiana
U.S. Army ROTC Superior Cadet Awards 
Monte L. Pearson, Missoula, Montana 
William R. Schottelkorb, Missoula, Montana 
Arthur S. Kron, Lakewood, Colorado 
Steven H. Munkeby, Englevale, North Dakota
Wall Street Journal Student Achievement Award (Business
Administration)
Carolyn Green, Conrad, Montana
AWARDS AND PRIZES
Wall Street Journal Award (Law)
Gary G. Broeder, Kalispell, Montana
Charles W. Waters Memorial Award (Botany) 
Diane E. Bilderback, Missoula, Montana 
Margaret T. Boylan, Missoula, Montana 
Lesley J. McGalliard, North Haven, Connecticut 
Patricia K. Shopher, Fairborn, Ohio
Anna and Gordon Watkins Scholarships 
Dwight Arnott, Hinsdale, Montana 
Albert A. Bakke, Missoula, Montana 
Monte Beck, Anaconda, Montana 
Ron D. Bergum, Helena, Montana 
Robert D. Chadwick, Whitehall, Montana 
David J. Chase, Missoula, Montana 
Edwin M. Cook, Missoula, Montana 
Patricia Coughlin, Kalispell, Montana 
Dennis V. Egan, Great Falls, Montana 
Kenneth T. Farago, Great Falls, Montana 
Carol S. Fisher, Evanston, Illinois 
Edward C. Gensler, Missoula, Montana 
Paul Hartkorn, Missoula, Montana 
John Holland, Fair Oaks, California 
Lura W. Holman, Florence, Montana 
Elizabeth Honaker, Billings, Montana 
Michael Hornick, Missoula, Montana 
William J. Koch, Augusta, Montana 
Karen Kougioulis, Missoula, Montana 
Susan M. Lawler, Missoula, Montana 
Donald L  Lovett, Brookfield, Illinois 
Frances M. Marks, Billings, Montana 
Susan J. McKenzie, Miles City, Montana 
Laura A. Mitchell, Miles City, Montana 
Scott A. Moon, Kalispell, Montana 
Helen R. O’Blizalo, Deer Lodge, Montana 
Donna O'Brien, Missoula, Montana 
Gregory G. Parrott, Kalispell, Montana 
Douglas F. Phillip, Missoula, Montana 
Jacqueline S. Rahn, Butte, Montana 
Michael Roney, Billings, Montana 
Marie A. Root, Miles City, Montana 
Cheryl D. Schreiner, Livingston, Montana 
Diane Toomey, Lolo, Montana
AWARDS AND PRIZES
A N N A  A N D  GORDON W ATKIN S SCHOLARSHIPS 
—  (Continued)
Mary R. Vick, Juneau, Alaska 
Michael L. Watson, Eagle Grove, Iowa 
Gary Zadick, Great Falls, Montana 
Weskamp Award (Football)
James Leid, Waitsburg, Washington
Luke Wright Memorial Award (Journalism)
Lisa A. Jamgochian, Windsor, New York
THE custom of wearing academic gowns, caps, and hoods dates back to about the twelfth cen­
tury. In France, where the degree system probably 
had its inception, the wearing of the cap and gown 
marked the formal admission of the licentate to the 
body of masters. During this period the dress 
of the friars and nuns became fixed, and, since the 
scholars were usually clerics, their robes d iffe rs  
little from those worn by other_ church orders.  ^Grad­
ually special forms were set aside for the university 
bodies, and in modified style are the costumes worn 
today. Since academic custom in this matter had be­
come somewhat confused, in 1895 a commission 
representative of the leading colleges met and pre­
pared a code which has been adopted by over seven 
hundred institutions in the United States and Canada. 
A committee of the American Council on Education 
revised the code in 1932.
Doctors wear the round, bell sleeve; the gown is 
faced down the front and barred on the sleeves with 
black velvet or velvet of color indicating the degree; 
the doctor's hood is large. Masters wear the long 
closed sleeve, with a slit near the upper part of the 
arm; the master’s hood is of more moderate size. 
Bachelors wear the long, pointed sleeve. Hoods are 
lined with the colors of the institution granting the 
degree and are trimmed with velvet of the color dis­
tinctive of the major subject— for example, arts and 
letters, white; theology, scarlet; law, purple; philos­
ophy, dark blue; science, golden yellow; fine arts, 
brown; medicine, green; music, pink; commerce, 
drab; physical education, sage green; engineering, 
orange; pharmacy, olive green; forestry, russet; library, 
science, lemon; education, light blue; humanities, 
crimson; economics, copper; agriculture, maize; den­
tistry, lilac; oratory, silver gray; public health, sal­
mon pink; veterinary science, gray. The Oxford o j 
mortarboard cap, worn for each degree, is of  ^blaci 
cloth with black tassel, except that the doctor’s caf 
may be of velvet with tassel of gold. Unless local cus­
tom decrees otherwise, tassels are worn over the lefi 
temple.


